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A review was undertaken for the usage of Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) in relation to 
crime investigation, detection and prevention. The aim of this paper is to discuss the usage 
of the current CCTV system, and how effective it is concerning crime deterrence and crime 
prevention in aid of national security. Similarly, the current usage of mobile phones and its 
prevalence as a tool for committing crime, as well as the current limitations in digital 
forensics involving mobile phone extraction and analysis were also addressed. Furthermore, 
this review aims to highlight the current potential for a coupling technique between 
















Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) usage has become ubiquitous in the last few decades. They 
have a wide range of uses which are beneficial to security, both in the public and the private 
domains (1,2). Currently, CCTV is being utilised for four purposes. Firstly, CCTV is used as a 
crime deterrence tool (1,3). If a perpetrator perceives CCTV as a risk for getting caught, its 
presence will effectively discourage any potential offender (4). Secondly, CCTV is used as a 
crime detection tool (5,6). The purpose of an early detection is to help with the early 
allocation of the first responder to the target areas, which is thought to control the 
escalation of violence (3,7). CCTV may increase the chance of being apprehended and 
prosecuted, discouraging offenders from committing a crime (8). Thirdly, with all the 
perceived effectiveness of CCTV presented above, it creates a psychological effect of 
reducing the fear of crime while increasing the perceived safety among the public (3,8,9). 
Last but not least, CCTV is being implemented as a site management tool to help the 
operator effectively monitor the traffic within a controlled access location (such as at a 
carpark or at entrance and exit points) (9,10).  
 
As technology continues to evolve, the prevalence of mobile phone usage as a tool to 
orchestrate or to commit crime is also increasing (11–13). In the Boston Marathon bombing 
in 2013, NBC News reported a large finding of digital evidence from the defendant’s mobile 
devices, which includes phone, computer and other devices (14). Text message retrieved 
from the phone of the offender’s friend shows there was a correspondence between them 
prior to, and after the attack (14). The nature of the message indicates they had an inside 
knowledge regarding the event (14). 
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On top of the physical evidence seized from the perpetrator in the Boston bombing case, 
CNN also reported many cell phones and cameras were stationary around Boston streets, 
meaning there is a possibility that many photos or footage had been captured by the 
bystander (15). There were nearly 600 CCTV within the vicinity of the attack, and more 
cameras from the public transport system, such as at the train station, or on the bus or 
train (15). If authorities were to obtain this evidence in real time, it could provide a wealth 
of knowledge detailing a rough timeline leading up to the bombing event to interpret and 
prevent future tragedies. 
 
Despite the exploitation of mobile phone highlighted above, mobile phone can also be used 
for a good purpose to combat crime. In June 2011, the Vancouver Canucks lost to the 
Boston Bruins in the Stanley Cup finals inciting riots across the city of Vancouver (15). This 
riot prompted the Vancouver police to establish a mass video collection server to allow the 
public to anonymously send in any video footage and photos recorded on their phone or 
camera for investigative purposes. In response, the public sent in over 5000 hours’ worth 
of video evidence to be used in helping the investigation (15).  
 
While mobile devices play an important role in crime, from being used as a device for 
plotting bad deeds to being used to combat it; in the current academic literature, there is 
little coverage on the misuse of mobile phone for such purposes. As criminals change their 




As mobile phone contains a lot of private information, mobile users are becoming more 
protective of their personal data. Messaging services that can offer an end-to-end user 
encryption are preferrable over the standard text messaging services (16,17). Having said 
that, users are often operate their phone in plain view of the public. According to the 
Mobile Consumer Survey 2016, 45% of those surveyed use a smartphone while using public 
transport (18). Meanwhile, 41% use it while out shopping, and 31% use it while walking 
(18). In addition, studies have shown that increasing the amount of cognitively taxing 
activities performed on the phone would decrease the participant’s awareness to the 
surrounding, as they relied more on the central vision to recognise activities around them 
(18,19). These statistics and findings show that there exists a window of opportunity to 
monitor and collect data via CCTV. 
 
The task of monitoring personal screen device using CCTV is an ambitious cross-over 
between multidisciplinary, including security, law, forensic and digital forensic. However, 
such monitoring task can raise questions regarding the law that govern the privacy of the 
mobile user. According to Australia Privacy Principles guidelines (APPs) (2019), it is, 
however, not illegal to record and collect sensitive information to lessening or preventing 
a serious threat to life, health or safety (19). The act of collecting personal information is 
justified when it is ‘unreasonable or impractical to obtain the individuals consent’ and if it 
is ‘necessary to lessen or prevent a serious threat to the life, health or safety or any 
individual, or to public health or safety’ (19). Examples were given to case such as suspicion 
of child abuse, of planning or conducting unlawful activity that could threaten national 
security (19). In fact, this is quite a common practice in countries (such as the United States) 
to intercept communications that provide information for investigation, predict and 
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prosecute acts of terrorism (20). Therefore, one could argue that in high-risk area such as 
the airport, it is justified to monitor personal mobile device(s) in the act of counterterrorism 
and crime prevention.  
 
 
This paper presents a novel approach to the detection and extraction of the content on 
user mobile phone screens. Having the advantage of screening the phone screen would be 
highly beneficial for national security to combat not only terrorism, but also everyday illegal 
acts that threaten the infrastructure of the country. Currently, there is no framework to 
guide how CCTV needs to be configured to support the task of screen monitoring on a 
personal mobile device. The intention of this research is, therefore, creating that basis. In 
order to do that, it is crucial to understand where the current problems lie.  
 
There are three aims associated with the review: (i) address the current usage of CCTV, its 
effectiveness and its limitation, (ii) the prevalence of mobile phone in crime, and the 
current problems in digital forensic surrounding processing a mobile phone, and (iii) the 
potential future application of CCTV and digital forensic while coupling with other 
techniques to maximise data extraction and moving towards a framework of designing an 
automated surveillance system to serve such purposes. 
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2. The usage of CCTV 
a) Current usage 
i. Proactive surveillance 
The most common CCTV system is used for public safety concerns, and it often involves 
real-time surveillance to look out for cues leading up to potentially significant events (5,6). 
This type of surveillance is also known as ‘proactive surveillance’ (21). The aim of proactive 
surveillance is for prevention of situational crime and disorder through the deterrence 
effect (22). 
 
Situational crimes are crimes that being committed intentionally, mainly when the 
perceived reward for criminal opportunities outweighed the perceived risks of detection 
(23). The idea of situation crimes is similar to the ‘Routine Activity Theory’ proposed by 
Cohen and Felson (1979), which suggested that in order for a crime to occur, three 
requirements must be met: a motivated offender, a suitable target, and a lack of a capable 
guardian (4). In that sense, any acts that could disrupt the flow of these requirements can 
prevent a crime from happening. For example, one can reduce the number of opportunities 
for crime to occur by increase the potential risk of detection through modified the physical 
environment (e.g. installing more CCTV cameras) to prevent situational crimes from 
occurring (24). 
  
As part of a crime intervention strategy, CCTV is thought to provide the public with more 
reassurance and present less risk of victimisation, which in turn will encourage more public 
access to the area (3,8,9). With more public access, it is naturally expected that the natural 
surveillance would also increase, meaning the perceived risk of being caught will be higher 
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(8). As a result, the rate of crime is expected to be reduced. Therefore, with the CCTV 
presence at the scene, it is argued that CCTV aids in crime deterrence, as it increases the 
chance of crime detection (1,3).  
 
CCTV is further used as a site management tool (9). The footage can help to observe traffic 
patterns, or for crowd control at crowded space. The idea is to promote an effective 
deployment of security staff or police officers to the area of concerns where suspicious 
behaviour is occurring (3,7). An example includes using CCTV as a means of controlling 
alcohol-related behaviour (such as break up a brawl at a pub), to monitor anti-social 
behaviour or to disperse large groups of individuals (such as on-street traders, or beggars) 
(9). CCTV is also being used to maintain the order of the public. CCTV is exceptionally useful 
for traffic monitoring and analysis to assist with speed control, vehicle counting, automatic 
plate recognition and incident analysis (25,26). CCTV footage may also be presented as 
evidence in court (9). The images derived from CCTV footages can incriminate or exonerate 
a person of interest from further enquiries. Similarly, CCTV footage can be used to secure 
an early guilty plea from offenders (27). 
  
ii. Reactive surveillance 
On top of the current usage for CCTV highlighted in the previous section, CCTV footage can 
also be used for crime detection, even after an event has occurred. This type of surveillance 
is referred to as a ‘reactive CCTV surveillance’, or ‘post-event analysis’ , where the 
operators reviewed the recorded footage after an event has occurred (2,28–30). Although 
we cannot change what has happened once the crime has took place, however, having the 
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ability to conduct a post-event analysis would be a great tool to learn to detect these 
behaviours in the future to prevent future tragedies (31).  
 
By tracking the movement of objects and/or person of interest throughout the scene, 
crucial information regarding the person of interest can be learned. This information can 
range from the person’s behaviours, reactions, interactions, and the relative relationship 
between the person of interest and the object of interest (25). For example, CCTV street 
surveillance is typically used to aid investigation by identifying anti-social behaviours, 
monitoring and tracking movement in relation to drug or to help identify a missing person 
(25,32–34).  
 
Additionally, when working with the aftermaths, the emphasis of the investigation is not 
only focus on the perpetrator(s), but it is also focus on the victim(s). For example, when a 
large number of people are killed in a terrorist attack, it can take a long time to accurately 
identify the victims (35). According to the Australian Federal Police (AFP), depending on the 
number of victims involved, it may take days or even weeks to recover all the deceased 
from a mass fatality site (36). These scenes can be chaotic and dangerous, which can 
prevent the Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) officers from entering until several days 
after the occurrence. On top of that, DVI officers must ensure everyone is accounted for 
(35,36).  
 
Since the search can be time-consuming, using the CCTV footage available from the scene 
can aid the victim recovery process. Through retracing the footage, the location of the 
victims can be identified (37). Furthermore, by reviewing the CCTV footage of the event, 
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descriptions of the missing person such as jewellery, clothing and other personal items can 
be obtained (37). Using this information from CCTV can fast track an investigation. 
 
 
b) How practical is the monitoring purpose?  
The effectiveness of CCTV usage is dependent on the rate of crime deterrence and the rate 
of crime detection pre- and post- CCTV installation (2,22,28,32). Empirical evidence 
regarding the effectiveness of CCCTV has shown mixed results (1,9,38). Welsh and 
Farrington (2002) conducted a meta-analysis of 18 CCTV system publications and found 
nine of them to have a positive effect on crime and were all from the UK. The remaining 
nine reported no effect on crime - five of which studies were based in North America (38). 
Meanwhile, Gill and Spriggs (2005) examined the 13 CCTV programs in the UK, finding that 
only six of them showed a reduction in crime (9).  
 
There are a number of studies supporting CCTV as effective in reducing crime related to 
property, as CCTV can increase the chance of detecting suspicious behaviours (3,38). Since 
the perceived risk of getting caught outweighed the reward, CCTV was able to deter 
situational crime (22), however, there are also many studies that challenge this perception 
(2,9,23). Farrington et al. (2007) believed that CCTV would be most effective for crime 
deterrence only if the offender believed that they would be seen (23). Therefore, if the 
camera coverage is limited, they can perpetrate the crime outside of the camera’s view. 
This means that CCTV can only be useful for those crimes that can be detected in public, 
but not in private (such as domestic violence, child abuse, rape, drug deals etc.) (2,23). 
Furthermore, if the offenders are impulsive, compulsive, or under the influence of 
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substances that impaired their cognitive function in ways that they cannot rationally 
calculate a perceived risk of detection, then CCTV is ineffective in crime deterrence (9,23).  
 
There is supporting evidence that CCTV works well in a confined space such as in car parks 
(1,3,8,27). Many scholars are convinced that this success was due to more camera coverage, 
access to the site was being controlled and monitored, and better lighting conditions in 
such area (3,8,23,27). Furthermore, studies have shown CCTV would be the most effective 
against deterring crimes that take more time to perform, as it would increase the chance 
of the perpetrator got caught by the camera or being apprehended by the police (3).  
 
Welsh and Farrington (2008) argued that CCTV could also cause an increase in the rate of 
crime, as it provides a false sense of security for the victim (1). This would render the civilian 
vulnerable, as they lower their vigilance (e.g. walking alone at night or wearing expensive 
jewellery) (1). Furthermore, the authors believe that having CCTV installed, it would 
increase the rate of reporting of crimes, resulting in an increase in the number of crimes 
recorded by the police, which is an undesirable effect in their point of view as it shows the 
crime rate did not reduce (1).  
 
Furthermore, Welsh and Farrington (2008) also believe that even if CCTV could deter the 
crime in a specific area; the crime may be displaced to another places (spatial 
displacement), another times (temporal displacement) or to another victims where CCTV 
are not available or low in coverage (1). In other words, crime did not magically disappear 
or reduce; it was moved from one place to another (1,4,19,28). A study from Waples, Gill 
and Fisher (2009) on crime displacement also shown that CCTV does not reduce police 
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recorded crime rates (39). Having said that, Ratcliffe (2011) evaluated the studies for the 
effect of CCTV on crime displacement, and stated in most of the studies, there is little 
evidence of a completely spatial displacement (10). Across his findings, he mentioned the 
amount of crime displaced is less than the amount of crime reduced, meaning there is 
usually a net gain for crime prevention, showing that CCTV systems are effective (10).  
 
On the contrary, Gill and Spriggs (2005) insisted that if using crime rate reduction as a 
measurement to determine the effectiveness of CCTV, then CCTV is ineffective, as it did 
not reduce the rate of crime overall in their studies (9). Seven out of thirteen systems they 
evaluated show an increase in crime rate post CCTV installation, but they argued it could 
be affected by other factors (i.e. seasonal change, divisional and national trends), rather 
than as the direct result from CCTV (9). Even for those areas where there was a slight 
reduction, Gill and Spriggs (2005) stated that the reduction rate was not due to the 
instalment of CCTV, because the rate of crime also depends on other cofactors (e.g. newly 
installed fence, more lighting, etc.) (9).  
 
On the other hand, a study by Sivarakasingam, Shepherd and Matthews (2003) conducted 
over 4 years period showed the effect of CCTV surveillances against the levels of assault 
injury and violence detection (40). The study measured the assault-related emergency 
injuries and violence offences recorded by the police in CCTV and control centre were 
compared. There was a 3% decrease in assault-related emergency in the target area and 
11% increase in control area; which corresponded to an 11% increase in violence recorded 
by the police in the target area, and 5% increase in the control area. Although there is more 
crime and violence recorded by the police, however, the decreasing in recorded assault in 
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the hospitals shows that CCTV surveillance is effective in aiding early detection of crime 
and facilitate the deployment of the police to the crime scene in a timely manner to prevent 
serious injuries (40). Therefore, an increasing in number of violence recorded by the police 
may not necessary be an undesirable outcome. 
 
The rise in crime level is correlated to the rise in the number of victims report more crime, 
in the belief that CCTV would collaborate their story (9,23). Gill and Spriggs (2005) 
emphasised that presence of CCTV actually brought more attention of the crimes to the 
police, which could otherwise go undetected (9). In that sense, an increase in crime post-
installation of CCTV doesn’t necessary mean that the CCTV is ineffective. Hence, it is 
counterintuitive to use crime rate as a measurement to determine the effectiveness of 
CCTV, as many findings would argue that the effectiveness of CCTV often depends on a 
specific type of crime under surveillance (7,10,38). 
 
c) Limitation(s) 
The mix results in relation to the effectiveness of CCTV camera show our current 
surveillance system was badly designed, which gives rise to many limitations to the 
application of CCTV. This problem arises from the lack of understand of the target areas 
and the type of crimes associated with it. Ideally, the crime problem in the area should be 
analysed first, so that a strategy can be devised accordingly. As much as the effectiveness 
of CCTV relies in the technical aspects of the system (such as the quality of the footage, the 
camera specifications, or the position of the camera) (21,28,32,41), and the human aspect 
(such as the operator, the communication between the operator and the police, and the 
monitoring strategy) (28,32,42,43); it also relies on the goal of the surveillance associates 
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with the crime occurs in the area as shown in the previous section (2,8,23). For the purpose 
of discussing the limitations that affect the effectiveness of the CCTV surveillance system, 
this section will be split into two main parts: i/ factors relate to the camera and ii/human 
factors. 
 
i. Factors related to the camera     
Quality of the footage 
One of the major problems associated with the CCTV footage is poor image quality. Poor-
quality footage can hinder the investigation process, as it offers no valuable data to aid in 
an investigation (28,32,41). For example, for an image derived from surveillance footage to 
be useful for facial identification; facial features such as eye colour, face shape, hairstyles 
and associated hair colour, and/or any visible scars and moles should be detectable (32).  
 
Frame rate is another crucial aspect contributing to the viewing experience of CCTV footage. 
A frame rate is defined as the frequency at which a still image appears on a screen per 
second, measured as a frame rate per second (fps) (44). A low fps causes jerky movement 
effects during playback, whereas a high fps allows movements to be perceived as “smooth” 
(44). As frame rate impacts the viewer’s experience, choosing the appropriate fps is 
important when it relates to the movement of the person of interest. A meta-analysis 
conducted by Keval and Sasse (2008) highlighted a lie detection study where the 
participants were expected to observe a video and determine whether or not the person 
featured in the video was lying (6). The accuracy of participants ability to detect a lie 
reduced as the level of image resolution was slightly decreased. The ability to detect a lie 
suffered the most as the frame rate of the video was set at 5 fps or less; as the behavioural 
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actions such as shrugging shoulders, blinking, or movements of eyebrows were difficult to 
interpret (6). Moreover, Keval and Sasse (2008) analysed the trend from a gaming study, 
where the participants were asked to operate an animated vehicle at a different frame rate 
of 2, 4, and 7.5 fps (6). The study found that as the frame rate lowered, there was a 
deterioration in performance (6). 
 
Drawing on evidence from these two studies, Keval and Sasse (2008) believed that there is 
a relationship between the video frame rate and the user’s ability to perform tasks 
associated with the video (6). The research used a large sample of participants (N=80) that 
were shown thirty-two CCTV footages (with the length of 10 seconds each) set at four 
different frame rate levels (1, 5, 8 and 12 fps). Each participant was required to choose a 
description that best described what was observed in the footage. As the frame rate was 
lowered, the ability to correctly detect and interpret a situation from the footage was 
decreased (6). The participant’s confidence in their detection ability was also reduced (6). 
Through their study, Keval and Sasse (2008) were able to identify that at 5fps or lower, 
potentially significant frames may be discarded from the video encoder, when the speed 
of the activity becomes too fast for the camera to detect (6). If certain important frames 
were unavailable for proactive surveillance due to low fps, it would cast doubt on the 
operator’s detection confidence, and hinder their vigilance levels and their ability to 
respond to incidents (6). Similarly, for reactive CCTV analysis, if the quality of footage is 
poor, the actions of the person of interest cannot be accurately depicted, which would 
reduce the strength of CCTV evidence if needed in court (6).  
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   Set up environment 
The set-up variables may also be the cause of a poor-quality footage of surveillance video. 
As frequently mentioned in the literature, the environment at which the camera was set 
up, the location of the camera, the position of the camera, the configuration setting, the 
quality of the recording equipment and the level of video compression can also affect the 
quality of the CCTV footage (28,32,45). One study noted that in a low-crime area, some of 
the cameras were very old (over 10 years) and were placed in an odd position (out of 
business shop, knocked down house) where no activity took place (28). Therefore, incorrect 
placement of the camera would lead to vision occlusion, which creates a blind spot that 
may hinder an investigation.  
 
ii. Human factor 
As beneficial as CCTV systems are, they still require human intervention to maximise their 
capability. For instance, to cope with a large amount of evidence, the Law Enforcement and 
Emergency Services Video Association (LEVA) in Indianapolis had to recruit a team of 52 
analysts to undergo 14 days of work to process 5000 hours worth of footages. This work 
resulted in 300 rioters being identified and charged with a total of 15000 criminal acts (15).  
Therefore, it is vital to gauge a proper understanding of what tasks the CCTV human 
operators have to carry out in order to identify where the problems lie. As these tasks are 
often time consuming and required lots of man power, there is an immediate need for an 
automation technology substitution to cut down the ongoing workload. 
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   Lack of training 
CCTV is expected to operate by highly trained professionals (such as police, security 
personnel, and forensic experts) for identification purpose (32).With an increasing number 
of cameras installed each month, it can be difficult for new staffs to manage the 
observational capacity of some systems (32). Operators found that it would take a new 
staff several months to learn the entire list of cameras and their respective position in real 
life and their location on screen (32). This is evidently more troublesome when the control 
room does not have an appropriate supporting tool with a search function to assist with 
locating a specific camera (32). Having said that, this was often reported as a temporary 
problem that could be solved had more staff been employed with a better training design, 
as well as more training opportunities (28).  
 
   Information overload 
Depending on the surveillance goals, which can vary across different industries, the range 
of cognitive tasks required from a CCTV operator often consists of different levels of 
sustained attention, as well as a the ability to withstand boredom (21). These surveillance 
activities can range from the decision of where to look, which visual stimulus are prioritised 
and how well can an individual multitask between multiplex displays (21). These factors are 
important, as the operator relies on visual information to judge the intention of the 
perceived actions (2). 
 
A study has shown there exists a correlation between the range of tasks the CCTV control 
room operators have to perform and the effectiveness of the CCTV systems (32). Tickner 
et al. (1973) found that by increasing the number of cognitively demanding tasks (such as 
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answering questions every 30 seconds), it would increase the number of missed incidents, 
as well as increasing in the amount of time taken to press the alarm when suspicious 
activity was spotted (42). Tickner et al. (1973) believe this is due to the operator’s 
attention was directed to a particular screen when the question was asked, hence, 
temporarily preventing them from looking at other screens where an incident could 
happen (42).  
 
One of the most prominent problems that were identified across all the control centres 
was the high number of screens per operator ratio (42). Keval and Sasse (2010) emphasised 
in their study that one of the problems associated with CCTV monitoring is an 
overwhelming number of cameras (between 5-40 cameras) assigned to an individual 
operator (28). Another study by Gills et al. (2005) reported between 90 – 175 cameras were 
assigned to each operator (46), whereas Farrington et al. (2007) reported the number 
varied from between the range of 25-40 in one study, to an absurd range of 173-520 
camera per operator in another study (23). This is, no doubt, an impossible task for the the 
operator to focus on all the camera simultaneously (28), which has understandably caused 
the operators to feel overwhelmed with the amount of information they have access to 
(23,28,42,46). Clearly, there is a need to design an automate system that helps with 
managing the monitoring task more effectively. 
 
Gills et al. (2005) found that with a larger number of cameras to screen ratio (e.g., 500:50, 
175:10), it is impossible to fit it all on one screen (46). In a few control rooms, more than 
four images were displayed on one screen in an attempt to enable more cameras to be fit 
on the wall monitors (46). However, this is counterintuitive, as it reduces the size of each 
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CCTV footage on the wall, thus making it more difficult to spot incidents (46). The same 
problem was also identified by Tickner et al. (1973) regarding the number of video feeds 
that can reliably be viewed at once (42). They designed an experiment where the operators 
(N=65) have to press an alarm if they spotted a suspicious incident (i.e. if the person of 
interest was moving) (42). Each incident lasts between 2- 40 seconds. After increasing the 
number of screens allocated to each operator (i.e. from 16 to 24 screens), it was reported 
that there was an increase in the number of missed incidents (42). Hence, an increase in 
the number of screens to operator ratio will cause a decrease in the rate of detection 
(21,29,42).  
 
Similar research shows that when a large number of cameras require observation, some 
operators tend to focus on certain camera feeds through a single spot-monitor screen and 
pay less attention to the multiplexed wall of cameras (29,34,46). The decision of choosing 
which camera to focus on is crucial, and it requires the operators to have a deep 
understanding of their surveyed environment, and use that experiences to predict when 
and where the incidents are likely to occur (29,34,46). There is, however, room for error, 
and many of the cameras were left unmonitored for a long time (46). Farrington et al. 
(2007) reported in their findings that the percentage of time the operators spent watching 
the screens varied from 63 – 93% (23). It is important to note that up to this date, there is 
no guideline for an optimum number of cameras for concurrent monitoring, as it varies 




The lack of understanding for CCTV capabilities has resulted in a tendency to install cameras 
with an unrealistic expectation of what they can achieve (9). To maximise the effectiveness 
of CCTV systems, the crime problem has to be clearly defined first. It is then crucial to 
determine the location and the circumstances at which the installation of the CCTV could 
achieve the optimum result (2,8,23). As important as it for the CCTV product to be 
technically competent, it is imperative to understand that the human factor also plays a big 
role in maintaining the effectiveness of CCTV for surveillance purposes. The systems have 
to be monitored, recorded and stored properly. As highlighted in the previous section, a 
large camera to operator ratio did not increase the effectiveness in crime detection. Hence, 
it would be redundant to install a large number of cameras, just because there is enough 
funding for it (9). 
 
3. Prevalence of mobile phone in digital forensic data 
a) Mobile phone in digital forensic  
Modern technology has paved the way for rapid developments of a new mobile phone 
systems in a short amount of time (11,47). As a result, criminals have implemented these 
technological developments in the way that they organise crime (48). As mobile phones 
are being used as the primary tool to commit crimes such as fraud, identity theft, drug or 
possession of pornographic materials (47,49,50), mobile phone have become a focal point 




i.  Growth of mobile phone submitted as evidence  
The following data (Table 1), extracted from Turnbull et al. (2009) (51), illustrates the 
number of mobile devices submitted as an exhibit associated with different types of crime 
between 2005- 2008 in South Australia. In the report, the term mobile devices was used as 
an umbrella term for mobile phone, SIM card and Personal digital assistant (PDA).  
 
Table 4. The number of mobile devices submitted as an exhibit associates with the type of 
crime between 2005- 2008 in South Australia, adapted from Turnbull et al. (2009) 
Crime type 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 
Access 0 5 4 
Drug 6 241 283 
Fraud 0 59 19 
Assault/Harass 14 75 67 
Homicide 17 65 46 
Identify 0 4 5 
Robbery/Theft 1 8 59 
Porn 3 16 25 





Figure 2. The number of mobile devices submitted as an exhibit associates with the type of 
crime between 2005- 2008 in South Australia, adapted from Turnbull et al. (2009). 
 
Furthermore, Turnbull et al. (2009) provided another data point for the number of mobile 
phones submitted as evidence for drug, fraud, and pornography between 2004 -2008 
(Table 2). 
Table 5. The number of mobile phones submitted as evidence for drug, fraud, and 
pornography for the period between 2004 -2008 in South Australia, adapted from Turnbull 
et al. (2009). 
Crime type 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 
Drug 3 6 195 254 
Fraud 6 0 38 13 













Figure 3. The number of mobile phones submitted as evidence for drug, fraud, and 
pornography for the period between 2004 -2008 in South Australia, adapted from Turnbull 
et al. (2009). 
The data from Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows that there is a general trend of an increase in 
the number of devices submitted as an exhibit across most of the major offences (with the 
exception of access, fraud and homicide). Out of all the mobile devices Turnbull et al. (2009) 
defined, mobile phone is the majority of the device submitted for analysis (51). Quick and 
Choo (2017) examined a similar set of data from SAPOL ECS for the number of mobile 
phone submitted for analysis for the period between 2004 – 2015 (Table 3) (12). Again, 
there is a similar trend showing a steady increase in the number of mobile phones 
submitted as an exhibit, as seen in Fig.1 which was adapted from reference (12).  
 
On average Quick and Choo (2017) reported a 60% growth per year for mobile phones, in 
which the number increased from 9.6% of the submitted items in 2005, to 69.4% of the 
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in electronic evidence collected from FBI regional computer forensic labs from 2006 – 2013 
and reported average growth of 67% per annum for mobile phone examinations (12).  
 
Table 6. Data from SAPOL ECS from 2004 -2015 for the number of mobile phones submitted 
for analysis, adapted from Quick and Choo (2017). 















Figure 4. SAPOL ECS - devices presented for analysis per year (2004 – 2015), adapted from 
Quick and Choo (2017). 
 
Turnbull et al. (2009) further reported that 64% of all drug-based analyses between 2006-
2008 were performed on mobile phones, which directly relates to the communications and 
the documentations regards the transportation of drugs (51). This is consistent with the 
findings from other studies that mobile phones play a vital part in communication between 
sellers and buyers to facilitate unlawful activities such as supplying, smuggling, distribution, 
and sale of illegal goods (13). Meanwhile, mobile phones are also important in pornography 
investigations where they are often being used as a tool for storage (possession of porn), 
photographs and videos (production and dissemination of porn) or for communication 
(between offenders, or exchange with victims) (51). Since the number of devices submitted 
for analysis has increased significantly over the last decade, it shows that mobile phones 
have become more invasive in society, and their prevalence as evidence will continue to be 
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ii.  Type of data can be extracted from a mobile phone 
With the increased usage of mobile devices in crime, there is also an increased need for 
mobile phone forensic analysis (51). Mobile phone analysis is defined by Curran et al. 
(2010) as the science of using an accepted method to recover digital evidence from a 
mobile phone under forensically sound conditions (47). The aim of the mobile phone 
analysis is to provide basis to support or refute evidence to a crime (51). A smartphone can 
record and store a wide range of information. Forensic evidence extracted from a 
smartphone can include transaction information such as contacts, texts (SMS, MMS), 
phone ID, SIM card details, and exchanges on social network apps (Whatsapp, Messenger, 
etc.) (12,49,50,52,53). Androulidakis (2016) suggested an interesting view, that the phone 
usage is uniquely individualise for each user; hence, information extracted from a mobile 
phone would constitute a “biometric” characteristic (50). As the aim of digital forensic 
analysis is to identify individuals who are involved or potentially be involved in a criminal 
activity, digital evidence recovered from a phone can offer a great insight about the user, 
as well as any activities that may associate with the crime under investigation (13).  
 
In an organised crime link, low-level criminals (those who are doing the leg work) are most 
likely to be arrested, whereas the high-level criminals tend to avoid attention (54). For 
hierarchically structured organisations, mobile phones and emails are their main method 
of communication (13). Through gaining access to the Mobile Communications Data (MCD) 
and the email records, the relationship between members of the organisation can be 
obtained (54). The benefits also include the ability to establish the identification of the 
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leaders, as well as identify the most important communication channels used by such 
criminals (54).  
 
‘Pay as you go’ (also known as ‘Burner’) phones have gained popularity in the criminal world, 
as they do not require a signed contract with the network provider in order to use (47). As 
a result, authorities are unable to trace who was the previous owner of the device (47). 
However, if the mobile phone are seized from a criminal, information such as call history 
and message history can still be retrieved, even if it was deliberately deleted to conceal the 
information (47,50,55). Extracting information regarding an offenders’ mobile usage, 
phone logs, texts, and internet usage from the mobile phone will help in building or 
dismissing a case (53,55). Extrapolation of data recovered from cell phone memory, 
especially call logs, can be used to determine association and link suspect(s) to the crime 
(56). Law enforcement agents can use the data recovered from the cell phone as a basis 
for a wiretap order or presented the data as evidence in court (56).  
 
As a mobile phone can further be used as a memory storage device, other important data 
related to the case (calendar events, photos, audio and video recordings and emails) can 
also be extracted (12,50,52,53,55). This is quite significant when investigating cases related 
to child abuse materials. The main focus of such an investigation would be on pictures and 
videos, as sexual abuse imagery can be downloaded and/or stored on mobile phones for 
easy access (55). However, communication extracted from the phone device could be 
significant as well (12). Studies have shown that social networks have been used by sexual 




In order to determine whether or not a mobile phone was used while driving, call records 
and text logs can be used to aid the investigation in road traffic collisions and provide 
evidence of communication (47). Cell site analysis can also carry out to determine 
whereabouts of the mobile phone’s owner, as well as travel habits (47,59). This has 
multiple useful applications such as tracking the person of interest, tracing where the 
missing person was last active on the phone, or determining whether or not the person of 
interest was within the area where the crime was committed (47,59).  
 
As mobile phone usage become more prevalent, a large amount of personal and private 
information is stored on cell phones. Modern mobile devices are equipped with additional 
sensors to collect additional data in relation to the surrounding environment, namely the 
user’s location, the temperature in the local area, motion detection, noise detection, as 
well as biometrical data (such as heart rate, or heart pressure) (60). These types of 
information can provide answers to important investigation questions, such as who, what, 
when, where, why and how, as well as the state of health of the victim at the time of a 
crime (12). Through extracting relevant information from the offender’s mobile phone, 
useful evidence to establish relationships, evidence of communications, evidence of crimes 
or other breaches of legislation can be obtained (12,50,52,53).  
 
iii. Limitation in mobile phone forensic digital analysis  
The relevance of digital evidence extracted from mobile devices has increased significantly 
in criminal and civil trials in recent years (61,62). The increase in the number of cases 
concerning digital devices, combined with the increase in the storage capacity of mobile 
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phones, and the increase in the submission of electronic devices as a whole, digital forensic 
analysts are faced with an overwhelming workload issue (11,12,63,64). Similarly, with the 
increasing amount of data presented for analysis, it is naturally expected that the 
processing time has also increased (11,64). Garfinkel (2010) outlines that examiners are 
frequently unable to obtain data in a forensically sound manner or process the data to 
completion (11). More importantly, an examiner is expected to process large amounts of 
data (varying between the order of gigabytes- GB or terabytes- TB) across different types 
of data (60). Furthermore, not all of the information contained in these large amounts of 
data may be relevant to a case in question, creating an increased risk of overlooking 
important evidence (65). Many scholars have agreed that the task of locating relevant 
information in a large dataset is both overwhelming and challenging for manual data 
analysis techniques (11,65,66).  
 
In cases such as a child exploitation investigations, an examiner would be criticised if 
potential evidence was missed during the analysis (12). Current forensic tools are capable 
of copying the full disk image bit-by-bit; however, it is more efficient to ‘search’ and 
duplicate where data with forensic value is expected to be found (53,61). Since child 
exploitation investigations have a general focus on pictures, videos, internet chat and 
browser history, selectively targeting such data could fast track the analysis process while 
maintaining the standard of the analysis (12,66,67). For instance, if five images are enough 
to support a conviction for possession of child pornography materials, it would be 
redundant to extract and individually examine the other 100,000 items stored on the same 
device that might not be as important (64). In that sense, any attempt to carry out a full 
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examination can cause data overload, which can result in mistakes that can compromise 
and slow down the investigation (64).  
 
On the other hand, some data that has significant forensic value may be hidden in other 
locations within the phone where the file may be within an encrypted or compressed folder, 
or even stored remotely (such as cloud services) (12). In some cases, focusing on a search 
for known files may result in overlooking important evidence such as altered images, which 
may be of significant value (64). Not carrying out a full examination can result in an 
incomplete investigation, or completely missing evidence (64). Casey, Ferraro and Nguyen 
(2009) believe that critical decisions regarding whether time saving measures are 
appropriate, in relation to the seriousness of an offense, is an important consideration 
before excluding evidence from forensic examination (64). The confidence in the critical 
decision-making process can be increased with a proper training (64).  
 
Despite their best effort to keep up with the growing case load and increasing in data 
needed to be processed, many digital forensic labs have backlogs of 6 -12 months (11,64). 
In some cases, access to content on cloud services may require further paperwork that 
leads to significant delay (68). Such delays in processing evidence are harmful, especially 
when dealing with time sensitive cases involving a potential loss of life or property (66). 
Moreover, the delay could cause further damage to falsely accused individuals (64). 
Sometimes the delay may even give offenders more time and opportunities to commit 
additional crime or to cover up their electronic tracks (64).  
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As many studies have addressed, the growing backlog of forensic examinations in digital 
forensic laboratories is not as simple as a technical issue problem, it is also about the 
competence of the investigator (62,64). If the wrong technique or software was employed 
during the extraction process, then the data can be accidentally modified, damaged or 
destroyed, which could compromise the chain of custody and effect the admissibility of the 
evidence in court (61,69).  
 
With the limitation concerning the growing size of data, there is an urgent need for the 
investigators to rely on automated software tools to cut down on manual processing time 
(66,70). Having said that, such needs will affect the reliability of an investigation, as the 
outcomes may depend heavily on the accuracy of such tools and their applications process 
(61,69). While there is a wide range of smartphones available on the market, there are 
currently three main operating systems that dominate the market: iOS (Apple), Android 
(Google) and RIM (Blackberry) (12,53,59). Each of the operating system require a different 
tool for forensic extraction (12,53,59). The quality of the data extracted from the submitted 
device(s) depends on the knowledge of which tools are best suited for the job (69). Tassone 
et al. (2013) conducted an experiment in attempt to determine such tools (59). Their 
findings concluded that in order to collect and present every item with the potential 
significant as evidence from smartphone devices, one cannot rely solely on a single forensic 
mobile phone extraction tool (59). Tassone et al. (2013) recognised that this limitation was 
due to the overwhelming number of different handsets available on the market, meaning 
that it is unlikely for every extraction tool to have the ability to support all the phones (59). 
Hence, if a crime involves the usage of multiple mobile devices, the investigators may need 
to combine different extraction tools in order to obtain and analyse the data accordingly. 
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Furthermore, another important limitation of digital forensic analysis is the lack of 
communication and the collaboration between the investigator, the analyst and the 
attorneys (64). Having a sound understanding of the case and the type of the evidence 
associated with that case will dictate the approach of the forensic analysis process (64). 
The investigators need to be able to recognise the importance of certain types of digital 
evidence before they ask the forensic examiners to extract that information (64). Therefore, 
all involved parties need to gain an overall understanding of what is required for cases that 
involve digital evidence in order to develop an effective strategy and maximise the result 
(64).  
 
4. Application of CCTV on a mobile phone screen monitoring 
If one of the purposes of CCTV surveillance is to reduce crime rate, then using CCTV to 
monitor mobile phone screen to prevent the orchestration of crime would satisfy that 
condition. If the main purpose for forensic duplication of a mobile device is to preserve the 
evidence, and prevent it from further alteration (64), the aim and purpose of obtaining a 
video footage recording of the mobile device screen in situ also carries the same weight.  
 
As the digital analysis of a mobile phone can be a lengthy process, it can cause a significant 
delay in court proceedings (64). Additionally, digital investigators also need any intelligence 
to be provided to them in a timely manner in order to conduct interview and developing 
leads, hence, they cannot afford to wait throughout an investigation (64). As time is of the 
essence, mobile screen capture can offer quick results, as the CCTV footage can provide 
the same intelligence as the forensic examination. CCTV footages also have a meta data 
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incorporated into its system, so the time and date of the offense is recorded (71). Using 
this information, it can aid the digital forensic team to pinpoint the time of offense, as well 
as the relevant files that was used to commit and/or orchestrated crime. The analyst can 
fast track the analysis by targeting those files that were created on that date and time 
during the preliminary forensic examination.  
a) Project aim 
The aim of this research is to attempt the successful task of monitoring personal device 
screen details through the application of CCTV. 
 
b) Experimental design 
A CCTV camera and a generic smartphone will be obtained. The project will be split into 
three experiments to test the camera’s ability to detect the text on a mobile phone’s screen.  
 
The first experiment was designed to test the camera’s ability to monitor text on the phone 
screen by varying one the independent variables, namely the camera’s frame rate, 
resolution, the distance between the camera and the screen’s level of brightness. The 
phone from this experiment will be situated at a 90-degree angle against the camera across 
all the tests.  
 
The second experiment was designed to test the ability of the camera to capture the text 
while varying the angle of the phone’s screen. A black phone screen protector is also 
applied on the phone and the experiment is repeated in the same conditions to test its 
effect on the camera’s ability to capture the text. 
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For the third experiment, the phone is mounted on a trolley using the desktop cell phone 
stand and pushed across the camera to stimulate the average speed of a pedestrian walking. 
This experiment was designed so that the independent variable (the walking speed) is 
tested against the dependent variable (the camera’s ability to capture text on the phone 
screen).  
 
5. Future research - Coupling technique 
As demonstrated in all the previous sections, the focus of the current research was based 
heavily on using CCTV as a stand-alone method for surveillance, crime detection and crime 
deterrence. As the rate of technology advance, CCTV footage can be coupled with other 
security technologies, such as facial recognition (72), motion detection (25,73), person and 
vehicle tracking (26,73,74), and Automatic Number Plate Recognition (32).  
 
With the current number of CCTV operating 24/7, one of the noticeable challenges is the 
time-consuming process of manual surveillance and annotation of a large video database. 
The detection and tracking process is further complicated when the operator is required to 
track a person or an object in a crowded area, especially when the background is busy (75). 
The task of finding and retrieving relevant footage, followed by object detection and 
recognition, will need a great automation method to increase the efficiency and to produce 
a better result. One of the most important aspects for intelligence video surveillance 
system is the ability to track object(s) over time and to keep a consistent identity for each 




a) Tracking and detection 
The current intelligence system (deep learning) is capable of performing the requiring tasks 
with great efficiency (60,61). You Only Look One (YOLO) detection algorithm is an 
exceptional, real-time application detector that was trained to recognise over 9000 
different object categories, and it is capable of detecting and classifying object between 45 
to 155 fps (77,78). Tracking object can also be done continuously while offline (for post-
event analysis), even if the object is occluded or disappears over a number of frames (5). 
The investigators are allowed to select the frames that best represent the object of interest 
for the system to track accordingly (5). Therefore, CCTV footage can be coupled with 
machine learning and computer vision technique to enhance tracking result (73).  
 
Combining these findings, it is possible to automate the task of detection and tracking the 
mobile device screen within a CCTV footage. From then onwards, using an algorithm for 
text extraction technique to separate the text region from the background, one can use 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to transcribe the information that was written on the 
screen (79).  
 
b) OCR for automated text extraction 
OCR was designed to deal with text-based picture captured by mobile camera, and 
automatically recognising characters through an optical mechanism (80). OCR is capable of 
recognising both handwritten and printed text, and recorded them as editable and 
searchable data (80).  
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The frame of interest from the CCTV (i.e. the frames contain the text on the phone screen) 
can be exported as an image and feed it to the OCR application for text detection. Since 
the quality of the input documents can dictate the ability of OCR to recognise text (80), 
actual video fps parameters need to be defined in order to produce a useful image for this 
purpose. Currently, there is no research focusing on this area. Therefore, experiments 
needed to be carried out in order to determine the minimum frame rate required for OCR 
text analysis. Other artefacts such as distortions or bad lighting, can compromise the ability 
of the OCR applications, and need to be further addressed (80).  
 
Furthermore, as crime is universal, an attack can be carried out in different countries, 
meaning there is a possibility that the plan can be discussed in multilanguage. Hence, 
having the ability to extract relevant information and intercept at the planning stage in a 
timely manner could prevent the conspiracies from happen (81). Extracting the plan from 
the mobile device may rely on technical skills; however, understanding the plan needs 
some level of proficiency in understanding the language (82). The question worth consider 
is whether or not OCR is capable of detecting any language other than English? 
 
The short answer is yes. However, the current OCR system is not perfect. Different 
language requires different OCR systems, as Roman alphabetical system (such as English) 
is completely different to a non-Roman language (such as Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, 
Arabic,etc.) (79,83). For the simplicity of highlighting these differences, literatures 
highlighting OCR difficulties in handling the difference between English and Chinese was 
being examined (79,83–85).  
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The first difference is the size of the font. If the size of the font is too small, OCR systems 
find it difficult to recognise it (84). A minimum readable font size of Roman language that 
OCR can detect is about 7 to 8 point font (83). Meanwhile, Chinese characters require at 
least twice the size (20-pixel- high font size) due to the increasement in structure complex 
and large strokes numbers of each Chinese characters (79).  
 
The second difference is the stroke density. Roman characters contain mostly of vertical 
edges, whereas the Chinese characters strokes can go in four different directions, meaning 
each Chinese character would contain more intersections as the strokes overlapped (79). 
Many stroke extraction techniques tend to supress the stroke intersections, which would 
not affect the detection of Roman characters; however, those intersections are the main 
clues to detect and recognise Chinese characters (79). 
 
The third difference is the aspect ratio. In Roman language, meaningful words are built by 
combining at least three or more characters (79,83). These words are most readable when 
formatted with justified characters (79,83). This means the stroke density of an English text 
string is roughly uniform, which helps with the detection process, as each justified text line 
will result in homogenous stroke densities for easy detection (79,85). In contrast, each 
Chinese character has a meaning on its own, and when combining with other characters, it 
gives rise to different meanings (79). Furthermore, each Chinese character occupies a fixed 
block size and contains between 1 to 20 strokes, making it more difficult to detect if applied 
the same detection technique as the Roman language as the stroke density varies 
significantly (79,85). However, Lyu, Song and Cai (2005) believe that neither the font size 
nor the stroke density in the detection step plays a critical role that could affect the OCR 
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result, but the most critical factor is the structural differences between the Roman and 
non-Roman language (79).  
 
Further problem with OCR detection is the contrast of text when embedded in a complex 
background (85). Firstly, a camera with excessive video compression will cause colour 
bleeding and noise, hence, the colour of the text recorded will not be uniform (85). If the 
OCR technique expected a uniform colour of text string during detection stage, then the 
text cannot efficiently be identified for extraction (85). Secondly, as the colour of text and 
its local background can vary in different area of the image due to background luminescent 
(such as the case of a mobile phone screen), if the method of detection involves using a 
certain threshold to distinguish between the text and the background, then there is a 
chance that the text with a low-contrast against the background will be missed (85). OCR 
engines can only work with clean character against clean background, and not embedded 
in shaded, textured or complex background (86). Having said that, it is possible to use other 
methods to extract the characters from the localised text region first, then apply OCR 
directly to the extracted text for recognition (86).  
 
One of the crucial limitations for OCR is the ability to distinguish spelling mistakes (87). 
There is evidence showing that using mobile device in inconvenient locations (like during 
transit), can give rise to typographical errors (typos) and grammatical errors (88). Typos can 
range from insertions (comming vs coming), deletions (occuring vs occurring), substitutions 
(resistanse vs resistance) and transpositions of letters (hte vs the) which resulted in a 
variety of unknown words (i.e. words not found in a trusted data bank of words, also known 
as the lexicon of the language) (89,90). These errors can stem from common keyboard 
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mistakes (typing m instead of n), phonetic or cognitive mistake at a word level (acceptible 
vs acceptable, principal vs principle) and at character level (such as misusing f instead of ph, 
or character sensitive case like caRDiac instead of cardiac) (89,90). Lee et al. (1989) also 
identified abbreviations and word boundary errors as further typos. A word boundary 
errors are categorised as a join error (Goldcoast vs Gold Coast) and a separation error (Face 
Book vs Facebook) (90). Kukich (1992), on the other hand, recognise that there are only 
two type of errors: non-word error, which is misspelling that gives rise to an invalid word 
and real-word error, which is misspelling that results in a valid word (91).  
 
There is also a possibility that the OCR itself produces a misspelling due to the low-quality 
input image (87,91,92). On the other hand, according to Cucerzan and Brill (2004), the rate 
of a human self-generated typos is between 10-15%, whereas according to Cheriet et al. 
(2007), OCR system can generate an error rate close to 10% (93). Combining the error rate 
from both sources, if a set of typos could be artificially generated at a 20% rate to randomly 
replace one letter from the alphabet for every character of the input, it could potentially 
produce all the possible misspelling words (89). Hence, by creating such list, we can have 
the ability of matching known words (words identified from the dictionary) versus unknown 
words (words from the misspelled list). Alternatively, one can make use of an algorithm to 
measure the relative disagreement between the two words (90). By setting the 
disagreement at different threshold levels, the system has a similar potential to identify 
what is the closest words to the misspelled words (90).  
 
Having said that, with using these two techniques there is also a possibility of producing an 
overlapping of unknown words. For instance, two similar known words (map and nap) can 
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share the same misspelling words (e.g., bap). As both words are of the same length, the 
relative disagreement between known and unknown words would be the same between 
two cases. The only way to distinguish them is to examine the context of the word (92). 
Furthermore, it is easy for humans to recognise that the phrase “How is your day” is 
grammatically incorrected, even though every word in that sentence appears in the English 
language. As the system can only consider the word in isolation (as a stand-alone entry) 
without judging the context of which the text occurred in, there is still a need for human 
involvement at the end process (92).  
 
As demonstrated, the ability of detecting typos relies heavily on the lexicon coverage of the 
known words (as well as the known misspelled variations of the word) (88,91). As many 
new names and concepts become popular everyday (such as memes, Disney+, Tiktok), a 
trusted lexicon needed to be up-to-date in order for it to be useful (88,91). Research has 
shown there is a possibility to not rely on a static, offline lexicon, but to use a query log 
from the internet (such as Google) as a lexicon (89). The idea is to base on the relative 
frequency of the query submitted to the search engine, along with the alternative incorrect 
spellings to come up with the possible suggestion to correct the misspelled words. 
Furthermore, this approach has a large vocabulary coverage, ranging from generic words, 
entity names, technical expressions, argons and acronyms (87). By removing the static 
lexicon and using the query log approach, a study has reported an increase of 8.3% for 
spelling correction (89).  
 
One of the draws back this technique has is the lack of coverage for infrequent misspelt 
words (89). For instance, britnet spear inconcert could not be corrected if not many people 
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googled britney spears in concert beforehand (89). However, instead of trying to correct 
the unknown word, the AI can flag the user if the suggestion associate with the query log 
contains a predetermined trigger word (such as attack, bomb, kill, etc.) for further 
examination of the context of the word. By using these mining techniques and applying it 
on top of text extraction, the overall steps of an automated text mining from a phone 










Figure 4. The proposed decision tree for an automated text mining from a CCTV footage 
capturing a phone screen. Note that the ‘Refeeding’ dash line refers to the teaching process 
whereby the user’s decision is being used to teach the machine the context of the chosen 
words so the next time they can do an automated detection if the same word appears in a 





While previous research has predominately focused on the effectiveness of CCTV against 
the deterrence physical offenses, there is currently no literature focusing on how CCTV can 
tackle the orchestration of crime that involves the use of technology. As mobile phones are 
becoming a common instrument of crime, there has arisen the need to develop a new 
technique to combat it. The application of CCTV on monitoring personal mobile phone 
screen could be the solution, as it could help fast-tracking the digital forensic investigation. 
Mobile phone screen monitor also has the potential to help with providing intelligence in 
a timely manner to allow adequate time to devise strategy. Last but not least, it is also 
noteworthy that in the recent years, researchers have shifted the focus from a technical 
aspect - the CCTV itself (28,32,41) - to a human aspect - the CCTV operator (21,28,32,42,43) . 
Although humans play a major factor in crime detection, due to the sheer number of 
footage available for analysis it is inevitable that the future of crime detection may need to 
rely on an automated learning machine. In recognition of this limitation, this paper also 
highlighted a promising potential to design an automatic system to aid with the future of 
detection on mobile phone usage associated with crime, aiming to help lessen the case 
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BIG BROTHER FORENSIC: A NOVEL APPROACH TO MOBILE PHONE TEXT 
















Since technology has become a necessity in our lives, criminals have been incorporating 
and implementing mobile phone as a tool for communication, planning and executing 
attacks. As such, a seized mobile phone contains a lot of valuable evidence. However, 
mobile phone and messaging service are often being encrypted, which prevent the current 
technology and extraction techniques to extract the contents efficiently. This study 
proposed to use Close Circuited Television (CCTV) technology to read phone content, as 
this approach is readily adapted to the ongoing changes and by passing the encryption on 
the phone while being easy to learn and utilise. Two Hikvision CCTVs - 2.8mm lens 6MP 
EXIR TURRET Network camera (camera one) and 6mm lens 8MP EXIR TURRET Network 
camera (camera two) were used in this study. The results implied that camera one was able 
to detect 0.65mm text (on Facebook Messenger) at a distance between 1 – 1.5m on a 
Samsung A70 smartphone, and 0.7mm text (SMS text message) at a distance between 1 – 
2.5m. Meanwhile, camera two could only see a blurry text at a distance between 2.5 – 3.5m 
on Messenger and could read SMS text from the distance of 3 – 4.5m. Changing the frame 
rate from 2 – 20 fps had no apparent effect on viewability. The best viewing angle on the 
phone was between 40-45 off the CCTV’s perpendicular plane. Bold font had no visible 
effect on the range of text detection, whereas capitalised text produced a better range of 
detection. Camera 1 was incapable of detecting text on the phone at a normal walking 
speed. Future research should focus on extending the experiment to other types of CCTV 
camera (especially the varifocal lens camera), and other messaging services (such as 
Wechat, Whatsapp, Signal) and other phone models, as well as other operating systems.  
 
Keywords: Forensics, CCTV, mobile phone, surveillance, airport security, counterterrorism 
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1. Introduction 
To tackle the growth in criminal offences related to the usage of mobile phones, it is crucial 
for law enforcement agencies to devise methods that are easily adaptable to the rapid 
changes in criminal operations. As the standard SMS texting service is unencrypted, users 
can be monitored by the mobile phone carrier and the government, as well as hackers (1). 
Since users have become more protective of their personal data, encrypted messaging 
services that can offer an end-to-end encryption for user-to-user have become more 
popular compared to the standard SMS service (1,2). Some messaging service (such as 
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Whatsapp and Snapchat) can offer disappearing messaging function, which allows 
participants to send and receive message that will disappear after a set period (3,4).  
 
This evolution of technology, while being useful for a legitimate day to day activity, can be 
further exploited by criminals for illicit uses (such as communication) while evading 
interception (1,2). Having to process a large volume of encrypted and unencrypted 
contents within each phone makes the task of data extraction and data analysis longer and 
harder for the digital forensic analyst (5). The problem is further complicated by software 
updates and hardware modifications, installed by criminals, as an attempt to hinder the 
process of collecting digital evidence (6).  
 
Since the aim of digital forensic analysts is to circumvent these problems without 
compromising the integrity of the evidence and adapt to the on-going, rapid changes in 
mobile phone technologies, the solution to these problems can be quite simple. It is not 
the case that current technologies are not capable of detecting and intercepting such 
communication from the criminals, but rather the fact that the current technologies are 
not being used to their maximum potential.  
 
As technology improved, Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) has also expanded its universal 
application in assisting the law enforcement agencies by providing forensic evidence (7). 
Although CCTV research has gradually grown within the past decades, the main focus of 
recent researches is the use of CCTV mostly for crime investigation and crime deterrence, 
or the psychological aspect of the physical presence of the CCTV against a potential 
offender (8–15).  Nevertheless, it is undeniable that crime is not only restricted to physical 
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attacks but can also carry out in other forms on other platforms (such as cyber-attack, 
identity theft, terrorist attacks) (5,16–18). Since the nature of the crime is often concealed, 
it would be ideal if one could interject those schemes during the early planning stages. The 
early interference would allow law enforcement to have time to decrypt the message and 
offer a window of opportunity to devise an effective countermeasure promptly. Having the 
ability to monitor while blending in with the background, CCTV has the potential to monitor 
phone screens without alerting the owner that they are being watched while bypassing the 
encryption. Despite its potential usefulness, the number of researches focusing on CCTV 
usage for phone monitoring was low in coverage.  
 
According to the Mobile Consumer Survey 2016, 45% of those surveyed use a smartphone 
while using public transport (19). Meanwhile, 41% use it while out shopping, and 31% use 
it while walking (19). Furthermore, studies have shown that raising the level of cognitively 
demanding tasks performed on the phone would cause a reduction in the participant’s 
awareness of the surrounding environment (20,21). Texting while walking caused the 
participants to rely more on the central vision to detect events around them (20). These 
statistics and results show that while being protective of their privacy, mobile phone users 
often let down their guard while using a phone in public spaces, meaning there is a window 
of opportunity to take advantage of this vulnerability for data collection. This is potentially 
useful to detect national security threats in high traffic places, such as at the airport, bus 
stop or at the train station.   
 
Such monitoring can raise questions regarding the law that govern the privacy of the mobile 
user. According to Australia Privacy Principles guidelines (APPs) (2019), it is, however, not 
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illegal to record and collect sensitive information to lessening or preventing a serious threat 
to life, health or safety (22). The act of collecting personal information is justified when it 
is ‘unreasonable or impractical to obtain the individuals’ consent’ and if it is ‘necessary to 
lessen or prevent a serious threat to the life, health or safety or any individual, or to public 
health or safety’ (22). Examples were given to case such as suspicion of child abuse, of 
planning or conducting unlawful activities that could threaten national security (22). In fact, 
this is quite a common practice in countries (such as US) to intercept communications to 
provide information for investigation, predict and prosecute acts of terrorism (23). 
Therefore, one could argue that in high-risk areas (such as the airport), it is justified to 
monitor personal mobile device(s) in the name of counterterrorism and crime prevention. 
Of course, the signage that ‘CCTV is in use’ will also need to be displayed at the scene at all 
time to inform the public of such usage (22,24). 
 
The task of monitoring personal screen device using CCTV is an ambitious crossover 
between multiple disciplines, including security, law and forensic. The main aim of this 
research is to examine the usability of CCTV to monitor phone screens, as well as to test 
the effectiveness optimal conditions of CCTV in doing such task. The intention of this 
research is to determine whether such CCTV application is possible, and if it is the case, 
what are the minimum configurations a CCTV needs in order to perform such task 
successfully. 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
a) Materials and Venue 
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Two models of HIKvision CCTV cameras, 2.8mm lens 6MP EXIR TURRET Network camera 
(camera 1) and 6mm lens 8MP EXIR TURRET Network camera (camera 2), were chosen for 
this project based on the affordability, availability and reliability of the product, as per 
recommendation by the local provider (ProtectWest and Security Wholesalers). These 
cameras were considered to be on the upper quality spectrum for commercial use. In worst 
case scenario, the quality of these cameras is considered to be on par with the quality of 
the cameras use for high trafficking area. 
 
The purpose of the experiment was to recreate a realistic scenario where the person of 
interest utilises his/her mobile phone in front of the camera to coordinate a terrorist attack. 
For this reason, all footage was generated locally and unedited. The experiments were 
conducted indoor to replicate the settings of a typical large public space, and to ensure the 
lighting condition was kept constant. 
 
b) Experimental design 
For all the experiments, one HIKvision camera was set up on a levelled surface (trolley 1). 
A Samsung A70 phone was mounted on a levelled surface of similar height (trolley 2). Each 
experiment tested the phone at both the ‘dark mode’ and the ‘light mode’ on Messenger 
application. The reason why Messenger apps was chosen was due to its popularity (1300 
millions active user per month, according to Statista), as well as its ability to change into 
different viewing mode (25). 
 
The phrase: “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog” was chosen as a standard 
testing phrase as it contained all the letters in the English alphabet. All the experiments 
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were tested with camera 1 unless indicated otherwise. The default testing settings for the 
camera were: maximum resolution [3072 x 2048] (cam 1) and maximum frame rate [20fps]. 
Default testing settings for the font on the screen were: maximum screen zoom (level 3), 
maximum font size (level 8) and bold. The default testing settings are applicable across all 
the experiments, if not otherwise specified.  
 
Brightness 
The phone brightness levels were tested between 10% (dimmest) and 100% (brightest). As 
the Samsung phone screen does not have a numerical value assigned for each brightness 
level (see Fig.1), a scale ruler was used to determine how bright it was (Fig.2). Note that 
the scale on Fig.2 reflects the brightness level’s true scaling as the experiments were carried 
out. The smallest value of 10% is at 0 cm mark, and the highest value of 100% is at the 4.5 
cm mark, meaning for each 0.5 cm increment corresponding to an increment of 10% in 
brightness. The floor was marked at a various distance of 1, 2 and 3m respectively to test 
the camera’s ability to read the text on the phone while altering the brightness settings at 









Using the previous experiment results, the brightness level was reduced to be tested 
between 10-50%, at a distance of 1m. The font size was tested for the level between 1 
(smallest, 3mm) – 8 (largest, 6mm), capital versus normal, and bold versus normal.  
 
Screen zoom 
Whereas font size can only alter the size of the fonts, screen zoom is a Samsung feature 
that can further enhance or minimise the appearance of the text to allow more content to 
fit on the screen (26). Using the results from the previous experiments, the testing 
brightness level and the testing distance remain unchanged. The font size was fixed at 




default testing settings. Meanwhile, other testing settings remain unchanged. Screen zoom 
was tested for levels between 1 (least zoom) – 3 (maximum zoom).  
 
Frame rate 
Using the results from the previous experiments, the brightness level was reduced to be 
tested between 10-30%, at a distance of 1m. The font size and the screen zoom were kept 
at the maximum level. Meanwhile, the resolution settings remain unchanged. The frame 
rate was tested at 2 frame per second (fps), 6 fps, 10 fps, 15 fps, 18 fps and 20fps (full 
frame). The purpose of this experiment was to test whether or not the rate of phone screen 
refresh affected the ability of the camera to capture the text, as Samsung A70 has a screen 
refresh rate of 60Hz, or 60 fps, whereas at the maximum settings, the camera can record 
up to 20fps (27). 
 
Angle off the perpendicular  
Changing the viewing angle could impact the visibility of the text on the screen for normal 
eyes; therefore, it is necessary to test the effect of changing the angle to the viewing 
experience on the camera. Angles between 0-45° for the vertical viewing mode was chosen 
for this experiment. The phone brightness was tested at levels between 10-100%. The 
distance away from the camera was kept constant at 1m. Other phone and camera settings 
were fixed at the default testing settings. 
 
Lens size 
Different lens size and camera sensor combinations will result in a different field of 
view (28); hence, it is crucial to investigate the effect of lens size on the focus distance 
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in this project. Using the results from the previous experiments, the brightness level 
was fixed at 20%. The testing distance was varied between 1 - 4.5m with 0.5m 
increments. The testing lens size was 2.8mm (camera 1) and 6mm (camera 2). The 
resolution was kept at 3072 x 1728 (~5.3MP) for both cameras to ensure the results 
were comparable. Other phone and camera settings were fixed at the default testing 
settings. 
 
 Walking speed 
To simulate the effect of a person walking while holding a smartphone, trolley 2 (with the 
smartphone mounted on top) was pushed at a normal walking pace at the distance of 1m 
away from the camera. A lap was completed when the trolley returned to its starting point. 
This experiment was repeated three times for each angle between 0-45°. The phone 
brightness was fixed at 20%.  
 
c) Post experiment analysis 
Each video was exported from the Network Video Recorder (NVR) to a hard drive and 
played via VSPlayer program, as per the recommendation of HIKvision (29). The frame of 
interest was saved as a .bmp file. The file was enlarged using the zoom function on Apple 
Preview, then being captured and saved as a separate image for comparison purposes to 
determine whether the camera can detect texts on the phone screen.   
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3. Results and Discussion 
Brightness 
The result from Table 1 suggested that at the default testing settings, camera 1 can pick up 
0.65mm text of brightness level of between 10-70%, regardless of the viewing mode. This 
table alone did not entail the level of details of the text that was seen through the CCTV, 
so a second stage of evaluation was needed to ensure the results were unbiased.  
 
Table 7. The ability to distinguish text/character written on the screen for camera 1.  
Brightness 
Dark mode Light mode 
1m 2m 3m 1m 2m 3m 
10%       
20%       
30%       
40%       
50%       
60%       
70%       
80%       
90%       




For each brightness level at 1m distance, each frame was extracted from the video and 
enlarged using the zoom function (as per Table 1). For every letter that presented a reading 
challenge (such as hard to read, blurry, easy to be mistaken with other letters), it was tallied 
and recorded in table 2 and 3. 
 
Table 8.The number of letter(s) that appeared hard to read in various brightness settings in 
Dark mode  
Mode 
 















(e, i, c, f, x, j, r, t, e, l, a, g) 
40% 
17 
(T, e, q, u, i, c, k, n, j, m, p, s, o, v, e, r, g) 
50% 
23 
(e, i, c, k, w, b, f, o, x, j, u, m, p, s, v, e, r, t, e, 
l, a, z, g) 
60% 
26 
(h, e, q, u, i, c, k, w, n, f, o, x, j, u, m, p, s, v, e, 
r, t, e, a, z, y, g) 
70% 33 
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(h, e, q, u, i, c, k, b, r, o, w, n, f, o, x, j, u, m, p, 





Table 9.The number of letter(s) that appeared hard to read in various brightness settings in 
Light mode 










(T, h, e, q, u, o, b, r, f, o, x, j, u, m, p, s, o, v, e, r, t, 




(u, s, e, r, t) 
40% 
7 
(i, c, k, f, e, r, s) 
50% 
17 
(e, q, c, b, r, w, f, j, s, e, r, t, h, e, l, a, y) 
60% 
15 
(h, e, i, c, k, f, x, j, s, e, r, e, l, a, z) 
70% 22 
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From the data collected from Table 2 and 3, a bar graph can be generated to observe the 
reading errors for each letter per viewing mode as the brightness level increases (Fig.3). 
Overall, the general trend shows that it is less likely to have a reading error in light mode 
than in the dark mode. The graph from Fig.3 also shows that there is no individual letter 
that posing as a significant reading challenge, as there were no reading errors outside of 
the normal error range (Refer to the outlier calculation in Appendix A for an elaborate 
break down). This shows that as the brightness level changed, each of the letters showed 
a similar level of reading difficulty.  
  
 


















Average reading errors per letter recorded per viewing 
mode
Average errors in Dark mode Average error in Light mode
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Furthermore, as seen in Fig.4, when the brightness increased, it was harder to distinguish 
between letters with similar profiles (such as o and e, a and s, and vertical letters such as f, 
j, t or l). When the spaces between the letters reduced as the brightness level increased, it 
became progressively challenging to guess what the letter was.  
 
 
Figure 8.Reading the words on the screen becomes harder as the brightness increases from 
20% (left) to 50% (middle). Once it reaches 100% (right), it is exceptionally challenging to 
make out all the words.  
 
As the viewing experience can be subjective to each person, a third stage of analysis was 
conducted with the aim to translate that viewing experience on a numerical scale in order 
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to determine how “good” or “bad” it was. The results of this analysis were compiled in 
table 4. 
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Number of letter(s) 





Number of letter(s) 
that was hard to 
read 
Percentage of 
letters read (%) 
Percentage of 
letter(s) that was 









10% 19 35 16 54.29 45.72 
20% 35 35 0 100 0 
30% 18 35 17 51.43 48.58 
40% 12 35 23 34.29 65.72 
50% 9 35 26 25.72 74.29 
60% 2 35 33 5.72 94.29 
70% 8 35 27 22.86 77.15 
80% 0 35 35 0 100 
90% 0 35 35 0 100 


















10% 8 35 27 22.86 77.15 
20% 35 35 0 100 0 
30% 30 35 5 85.72 14.29 
40% 28 35 7 80 20 
50% 18 35 17 51.43 48.58 
60% 20 35 15 57.15 42.86 
70% 13 35 22 37.15 62.86 
80% 0 35 35 0 100 
90% 0 35 35 0 100 
100% 0 35 35 0 100 
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A visual graph (Fig. 5) can be derived from Table 4 to show the effect of brightness to the 
visibility of text to show a general trend across the table. As the brightness of the phone 
increased, it was progressively harder to read the text. It was also more challenging to view 
the text in dark mode compared to light mode.  
 
 
Figure 9.Percentage of readable letters per viewing mode 
Although, at 10% brightness, due to the lack of background contrast against text, it was too 
dark to distinguish any noticeable writing on the screen. Furthermore, this lack of 
background contrast caused the screen to become more reflective, which resulted in a 
glossy effect on the screen as the top portion of the screen could not be seen clearly (Fig.6). 
This is why at 10% brightness, the percentage of text read in light mode was recorded lower 






























Percentage of readable letters per viewing 
mode
Percentage of text read in Dark mode Percentage of text read in Light mode
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Figure 10. Glossy effect for 10% brightness for Dark mode (left) and Light mode (right). 
 
Furthermore, the graph showed that viewing text at 20% brightness in both viewing mode 
would result in a reliable reading, as it has virtually no risk of missing any text, meaning any 
text could be read with 100% confident. On the other hand, 80-100% brightness has a very 
bright background in light mode (Fig.7), making it difficult to see any details on the screen. 
In dark mode settings, 80-100% brightness caused a reduction in the spacing between 
individual letters and words, making it extremely challenging to distinguish the contents of 




Figure 11.The viewing experience of 80% brightness (left),90% brightness (middle) and 
100% brightness (right) in Light mode 
 
Figure 12.The viewing experience of 80% brightness (left),90% brightness (middle) and 





To ensure there was no bias in this assessment, a blind trial was conducted to confirm that 
the results were reproducible. A diverse set of quotes from various sources were randomly 
generated (refer to Appendix B for a further summary of the quotes). Through comparing 
the number of words read (labelled as a) against the number of actual texts in the quotes 
(labelled as b), the number of reading errors can be calculated (labelled as c). Hence, the 
percentage of the letter read can be calculated as followed: 
 





Similarly, the percentage of reading accuracy was derived as:  
 





Moreover, the percentage of missing letters were calculated by: 
 





Finally, it is important to understand what the overall error within the blind trial readings 
was. Overall errors were defined as the sum of the reading errors and the missing letters 
within the reading. It was calculated as: 
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𝑔 =  




Combining this data, tables 7 and 8 were generated. 
Blind trial result 
Table 11. Blind trial result for various brightness settings in Dark mode. 
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Table 12.Blind trial result for various brightness settings in Light mode. 
 
 
Using the data obtained from Table 5 and Table 6, a few graphs (Fig.9-11) can be generated 
to demonstrate the general trend of progression as the brightness level increases. As the 
brightness level increased in both viewing modes, the percentage of the missing letter was 
growing steadily for brightness level between 20-70% and growing exponentially from 70% 
onwards (as seen in Fig.10). As the average error rate is calculated by combining the 
average rate of letter/word missing and the rate of reading errors (such that a mistake 
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occurred when the letter appears to be ambiguous and guessing was required); resulting 
in the graph from Fig.10 and Fig.11 looking almost identical.  
 
 
Figure 13. Blind trial result - Average guessing rate per viewing mode 
 























Average guessing rate per viewing mode
Average guessing rate in Dark mode (%)























Average letter(s) missing rate per viewing mode
Average missing rate in Dark mode (%)
Average missing rate in Light mode (%)
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Figure 15.Blind trial result – Average total error rate per viewing mode 
 
In both viewing modes, at 10% brightness and 80% brightness, the average total error rate 
has roughly the same value, indicating it has the same level of viewing difficulties (Fig.10). 
Similar to the previous result, at 10% brightness, there was a low background contrast 
against text, making it too dark to distinguish any noticeable writing on the screen. On the 
other hand, 80-100% brightness has a very bright background in light mode, making it 
difficult to see any details on the screen (Fig.12). Furthermore, at 80-100% brightness 
causes the text to bleed colour into the background and reduce the separation between 






















Average total error rate per viewing mode
Average error rate in Dark mode (%) Average error rate in Light mode (%)
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Figure 16. Glossy effect for 10% brightness for Dark mode (left) and Light mode (right) 
 
Figure 17.The viewing experience of 80% brightness (left),90% brightness (middle) and 
100% brightness (right) in Light mode 
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Figure 18.The viewing experience of 80% brightness (left),90% brightness (middle) and 
100% brightness (right) in Dark mode 
Even though the general trend shows that dark mode generally has a lower accuracy in 
guessing, this was not the case for 80% brightness (see Fig.9). As the quotes were randomly 
generated, however, there were two cases where a quote was repeated by chance 
(Appendix B trial 1, 80% brightness in dark mode, and in trial 3, 40% in light mode). Due to 
the repetition of quotes in these two cases, both trials were omitted from the calculation 
(refer to the red highlight area in Appendix B). This omission unintentionally created a skew 
in result in 80%.  
 
With that being said, the average rate of a correct guess was extremely high for screen 
brightness between 10-80%, as all of them were above 80% accuracy (Fig.17). If the result 
for the 80% brightness in dark mode was to be excluded due to the skewness aforenoted, 
then for 40% of letters missing which equivalated to 50% of the total error rate (as the case 
of 10% brightness, Dark mode) can be perceived as an acceptable risk (Fig.16), as the 
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chance of one making a correct guess of the full content is remains high (above 80%) 
(Fig.17).  
 
Figure 19.Blind trial result - Average missing words rate per viewing mode with threshold 
level and annotations added. 
 
 
Figure 20. Blind trial result – Average total error rate per viewing mode with threshold level 























Average letter(s) missing rate per viewing mode
Average missing rate in Dark mode (%)






















Average total error rate per viewing mode






Figure 21.Blind trial result - Average correct guessing rate per viewing mode with threshold 
level at 80% 
 
If we were to apply the predicted projection had the result was not skewed, the graph 
would look like Fig.18 below, which seems to display a more meaningful trend of 
progression as the brightness level increases.  
 
Figure 22.Blind trial result – Average correct guessing rate per viewing mode with prediction 























Average guessing rate per viewing mode
Average guessing rate in Dark mode (%)
Average guessing rate in Light mode (%)
Prediction for true value of 





Furthermore, when comparing the result of letters read between the previous experiment 
to the blind trial result, it shows a significant difference in the result (Fig.19). It was most 
noticeable at 10% brightness where the blind trial shows that it was notably easier to read 
text in light mode than in the dark mode. The reason for this conflict in reading result was 
because at the time of the testing, there was a glossy effect aforementioned in the previous 
result (Fig.6), which was partially caused by the reflection from the monitor that was used 
to observe the live footage of the CCTV at the testing facility. To combat this, the screen 
monitor that was connected to the NVR recorder was set at a lower contrast as an attempt 
to reduce this effect. Since this alteration has occurred, it has significantly reduced the 
glossy effect during the blind trial testing time, which caused a shift in the results. 
Nevertheless, the blind trial graphs offered a better insight, as it correctly shows the 
general trend that overall, it is easier to read text in light mode than in dark mode 




Figure 23.Comparision between the result of the brightness experiment (top) and the result 
of the blind trial (bottom). 
 
 
Despite that fact that the blind trials offer better insight to the general trends as brightness 
level increased; however, using only quotes that consisted of meaningful words posed as a 
bias itself, as one can guess the words even when the other letters were not available. 



























Percentage of readable letters per viewing 
mode
































Average letter(s) read per viewing mode (Blind trial)
Dark mode Light mode
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with minimum visual clues due to the limited number of ways that one could fill in the blank 
(30). In their experiments, it was shown that as the observer’s familiarisation with the 
context increased, so did their rate of correctly identifying the letters (30). This theory is 
further supported by Reicher (1968)’s finding that it was easier and more accurate to 
recognise letters if it was contained in a pre-existing context, such that the letters were 
arranged to construct meaningful words, than of that without (31).  
 
Interestingly, there exists a Sophisticated Guessing Theory which states that under difficult 
viewing situations, where part of the words is occluded, a letter in a familiar word can be 
deduced with more accuracy than the same letter in a string of unrelated letters (32). It is 
especially quite evidenced in this experiment that when an unfamiliar word appeared (such 
as Koujirou Sasahara [60% brightness, dark mode, trial 3]; Fosdick [70% brightness, Dark 
mode, Trial 1]; Yuuko Aioi [70% brightness, dark mode, trial 1]), the chance of a correct 
guess decreased. This is clearly one of the limitations in this research. For this reason, it is 
recommended for future researches to use a string of random letters to eliminate this type 
of bias and extend the blind trial for every single experiment.  
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Screen zoom results  
Table 13. Result of screen zoom to the viewability of text from 10-50% screen brightness in 
Dark and Light viewing mode. 
Brightness 













10%       
20%       
30%       
40%       
50%       
 
As seen from the results presented in Table 7, screen zoom only affects the viewability of 
text at 10% brightness and 50% brightness. Level 1 screen zoom only affects the result for 
10% and 50% brightness in both dark and light modes, whereas level 2 screen zoom affects 
only 10% brightness in both viewing modes. This was due to the fact that at the largest font 
settings (level 8), by changing the screen zoom, font size was also altered. For instance, at 
level 1 screen zoom, level 8 font was measured at 0.5mm. At level 2 screen zoom, level 8 
font was measured at 0.6mm. At level 3 screen zoom, level 8 font was measured at 0.65mm. 
Hence, it makes sense that the highest screen zoom setting would offer the best viewing 
range across all the level of brightness tested.  
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Font size results 
Table 8 is the result of the normal font, both in Dark and Light mode. Table 9 highlights the 
results of the normal capitalised font. Similarly, Table 10 is the result of the normal bold 
font and table 11 is the result of the capitalised bold font.  
 
Table 14. Font size result - normal font. Where applied, the result of the cell is splitted,  
implied the dark mode result is on the left while the light mode result is on the right. 
Brightness 

















10%          
20%         
30%         
40%         








Table 15.Font size result - normal capitalised font. Where applied, the result is separate 
within the cell|, implied the dark mode result is on the left while the light mode result is on 
the right. 
Brightness 
Dark mode/ Light mode 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 








10%          
20%         
30%          
40%         
50%         
 
Table 16. Font size result - normal bold font. Where applied, the result is separate by |, 
implied the dark mode result is on the left while the light mode result is on the right. 
Brightness 
Dark mode 











10%         
20%          
30%          
40%         
50%         
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Table 17.Font size result - bold capitalised font. Where applied, the result is separate by |, 



















10%         
20%         
30%          
40%         
50%         
 
Among all the settings, level 6 to level 8 in font size offered the best viewing experiences. 
Once again, these tables can only offer an overview of the range at which the camera can 
detect the text. It is hard to explain how changing the font settings affected the viewability 
of the text; hence, a second stage analysis was conducted. Summary tables were devised 
as Table.12 (Dark mode) and Table.13 (Light mode) to generate the graphs in Fig.20 (Dark 






Table 18.Font result - Summary of result from table 8- 11 for Dark mode. This table offers a 
range of detection against the brightness level between 10-50% for each type of font tested. 
Brightness 
level 









10% 2 2 1 3 
20% 4 5 5 5 
30% 4 4 3 4 
40% 3 4 3 4 


















Since the blue line represented the normal font size, it can be used as the baseline to 
observe the effect of changing the font on Fig.20. The bold settings on normal text 
produced better detection range at 20% brightness and reduced the visible range of text 
at 10% and 30% brightness in Dark mode. In contrast, capitalised text allowed a wider 
detection range against all brightness levels tested (except at 10% and 30%). Bold 



























The effect of varying the font settings to the 
viewability of the camera for screen 
brightness level between 10-50% for Dark 
mode
NORM CAPS BOLD BOLD +CAPS
Figure 24. A graph for font result summary, showing the effect of varying the 
font settings to the viewability of the camera for the screen brightness between 





Table 19.Font result - Summary of results from table 8-11 for Light mode. This table offers 













10% 1 3 1 3 
20% 4 5 4 5 
30% 4 5 4 5 
40% 3 4 3 4 




Figure 25.A graph for font result summary, showing the effect of varying the font settings 
to the viewability of the camera for the screen brightness between 10-50% in Light mode. 
 
As the bold normal text produced an identical range of text detection compared to the 
normal font, and the bold capitalised text produced the same result as the capitalised text 
(as seen in Table 19), which resulted in two lines in Fig.21 due to the overlapping in results. 
By observing this graph, it could be said that boldness of text has no visible effect on the 
range of text detection of CCTV on the phone screen. Overall, across the experiments, it 

























The effect of varying the font settings to 
the viewability of the camera for screen 
brightness level between 10-50% for Light 
mode
NORM CAPS BOLD BOLD +CAPS
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Angle (vertical mode) 
 
Table 20. Angle result between brightness level of 10-100%. Where applied, the cell will be 
splitted, implied dark mode result on the left of the cell and light mode result on the right 
of the cell. 
Brightness 
Dark mode/ Light Mode 
0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 45° 
10%       
20%       
30%       
40%       
50%       
60%       
70%          
80%        
90%       









At 0°, in both viewing settings, text can be seen from 10% to 60% (dark mode) and 10% to 
70% in light mode. From 10°- 45°, in both viewing mode, the camera was unable to pick up 
text at 10% brightness. For angles between 40° - 45° would offer the widest range for 
reading text, as text can be read between 20-90% brightness in dark mode settings, and 
20-100% brightness in light mode settings. Generally, it could be said that as the viewing 
angle changed, the ability of the camera to read text was also changed. Furthermore, 
changing the viewing angle affect the viewability of text in light mode more than it did for 
dark mode. These observations were all reflected in Fig.22 below.  
 
Figure 26. Visible range of text detection per viewing mode as the phone angled away from 
the perpendicular plane. 
 
This provides a useful insight into setting up the camera at the scene. As it is not only the 
angle at which the person of interest is holding the phone but also the angle at which the 
camera was fixed at that contribute to the overall viewing experience, it is recommended 
for future research to investigate this problem. One way to achieve this was to fix the phone 





























Visible range per viewing mode
Dark mode Light mode
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on a mount at the angle between 40° - 45° and fixed the camera onto an extended pole so 
that the height and the angle of the camera can be easily adjusted. 
Frame rate result 
Table 21.Frame rate result between 2-20fps for Dark mode and Light mode with screen 
brightness of 10-30% 
Brightness 
Dark mode/ Light mode 
2 fps 6 fps 10 fps 15 fps 18 fps 





10%       
20%       
30%       
 
Once again, Table 15 only offered the camera’s ability to view the text on the phone 
without showing how much difference it was to view the text under a different frame rate. 
A side-by-side photo comparison between 2fps and 18fps was carried out in Table 16. The 
reason for this comparison was because both of these settings were conducted on the 
same day, so the result would be more consistent. Regardless, there was no noticeable 
difference in the text between 18fps and 20fps; hence, it should not significantly affect the 






Table 22.A visual representation for frame rate result at 2-18fps for Dark mode and Light 
mode with screen brightness of 10-30% 



















Figure 27. Side by side comparison of the text at 20% brightness for 18fps (left) and 20fps 
(right). 
 
Overall, the results from this experiment reflect that changing the frame rate setting for 
CCTV camera has no effect on viewing the content on an immobile phone screen, both in 
dark mode and in light mode. This result was expected, as the frame rate was defined as 
the number of frames taken per seconds, and the phone was stationary throughout the 
experiment. If there was no apparent change between each frame as the recording 
proceeded, then the result should be identical. The purpose of this experiment was to test 
whether or not the rate of phone screen refresh affected the ability of the camera to 
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capture the text, however, the results show that this has no noticeable effect. This could 
be due to the fact that the Samsung A70 has a screen refresh rate of 60 Hz, or 60 fps, 
whereas at the maximum settings, the camera can only record up to 20 fps (27). In view of 
this, if the frame rate settings for the camera was adjustable, such that it was capable of 
going beyond 20fps, it could pose as a potential limitation.  
 
Lens size result 
Table 23. Lens size result of 2.8mm lens versus 6mm lens for distance between 1-4.5m. 
Distance Dark mode/ Light mode (6.5mm text) 
2.8mm 6mm 
1m  Out of focus 
1.5m  Out of focus 
2m  Out of focus 
2.5m  Blurry 
3m  Blurry 
3.5m  Blurry 
4m   





These results show that with 2.8mm lens, the camera could see up to 1.5m distance in both 
dark mode and light mode, whereas with 6 mm lens, the camera could not see anything in 
clear focus within 2m proximity. Between 2.5m - 3.5m, the image appears to be blurry for 
6mm lens. In addition, as the distance increased to 4m, the quality of the image captured 
began to drop with the zoom function in the Preview application, making it difficult to read 
the message. 
 
The reason for the blurriness is due to the fact that the lens used in CCTV is a convex lens, 
which is thicker in the middle (33). As light passes through the lens, they are converging at 
a focal point, creating a sharp image (Fig.24). The optical distance at which the light 
converges to form a sharp image of an object is known as the focal length, or the focus 
distance (34). The type of CCTV cameras chosen for this project has a “fixed” lens (35), 
meaning they only have one focal length that offers the best viewing image for monitoring 




Figure 28. One focus point per lens size, as the light ray converges at the focal point, creating 
a sharp, focus image. Anything outside this range is blurry. Figure adapted from Pass 
my exams website (33). 
It was also shown through the experiments that by changing the lens size, the depth of field 
of camera 2 was narrower compared to camera 1, as seen through Fig.25 and Fig.26. As 
“lens size” dictates how much light is allowed to pass through the camera, the larger the 
lens size, the lower the depth of field, which resulted in a blurry background (36). By 
contrast, the smaller the lens size, the greater depth of field, which allows all objects in the 
scene to be in focus (36). 
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Figure 29.Field of view of 2.8mm lens camera (camera 1) at 1m 
 
Figure 30.Field of view of 6mm lens camera (camera 2) at 1m 
It was interesting to see that even in the same phone settings (font size level 8, bold font, 
screen zoom level 3); text on the Messenger apps (0.65mm) appears to be smaller in 
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comparison to the text on the SMS mode (0.7mm) (Fig.27). Remarkably, the result differs 
as well (Table 18).  
  
 
Figure 31. Different font size between SMS (left) versus Messenger (right) despite being on 











Table 24.Result for lens size in SMS mode for 2.8mm versus 6mm lens at a distance between 
1-4.5m 
Distance Text message mode (7mm text) 
2.8mm 6mm 
1m  Out of focus 
1.5m  Out of focus/ Double vision 
2m  Double vision 
2.5m  Double vision 
3m   
3.5m   
4m   
4.5m   
 
It is also important to note that these cameras were often advertised as “able to see up to 
30m”. While it would be true for reading larger text, such as a license plate, intricate details 
such as messaging text cannot achieve the same task through the mono-focal lenses. 
Evidently, at 1m, camera 1 produced a much clearer image than camera 2 (Fig.28). 






Figure 32.Focus point of 2.8mm lens (left) versus 6mm lens (right) at the distance of 1m 
 




As seen throughout the experiments with the 2.8mm lens, the best distance to view the 
phone was between 1m – 1.5m, whereas with the 6mm lens, the best viewing distance was 
between 2.5m-3.5m for 6mm text on Messenger apps. For 7mm text on SMS, the best 
viewing distance was from 1-2.5m for the 2.8mm lens and 3-4.5m for the 6mm lens. 
 
It is clear that for the purpose of monitoring and detecting unlawful activity, these 
limitations have to be taken into consideration. Alternatively, a varifocal lens camera often 
has a wide range of lenses sizes installed within the camera; hence, it will enable the user 
to adjust the focal length manually or automatically while monitoring (35). As a 
consequence, the camera would be able to focus on the target at different distances. The 
same technology is being used in license plate recognition (37). Having said that, there is 
still a need for multiple cameras installed at the scene. This is a perfectly normal setting for 
a high traffic area, or an area with fast-moving objects, such as on the highway and freeway 
(37). Three to four cameras can be installed in one position: one for the overview of the 
area, one for monitoring and one for covering other areas (37). Therefore, it is not 
unrealistic to employ more than one camera at public places for the purpose of phone 
screen monitoring to ensure the field of view is well overlapped. 
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Speed result 
At the optimum settings (20fps), the camera was unable to capture the text as the targeted 
smartphone was moving from one end of the room to another end of the room (Fig.30). 
This might be due to the fact that this frame rate settings were inadequate. As frame rate 
measures the amount of frames taken per second, or the speed at which those frames are 
showing per second, the faster the motion is, the higher the frame rate is required to be 
(28). From the experiments, it can be concluded that with 20fps settings, camera 1 is 
incapable of capturing Messenger text or any phone screen details at or beyond 
approximately normal walking speed.  
 
 
Figure 34.CCTV ability to monitor phone screen at normal walking speed. 
Shutter speed may also contribute to the blurring artefact (37). Both Hikvision cameras 
have a slow shutter speed setting, allowing the camera’s sensor to accumulate enough light 
to operate under low light settings automatically, or within complete darkness (38). This 
slow shutter setting was reported to cause serious blurring effects in low light 
environments, even when the object is moving slowly (39).  
 
In the Frame Rate Guide for Video Surveillance, when the camera was set at the default 
setting of 1/30th second shutter to observe a dealer handing out cards, the second card was 
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not legible as there was a serious blurring effect observed (Fig.31). Increasing the shutter 
speed to 1/1000 and 1/2000 of a second was thought to help reduces blur significantly (40). 
At a fast setting of 1/4000s shutter speed eliminated all trace of motion blur (40). For this 
reason, it was believed that if the frame captured produced a blurry effect, the problem is 
most likely a shutter speed instead of a frame rate issue (40).  
 
 
Figure 35.The effect of shutter speed to the viewability of the camera. Fast shutter (right) 
will reduce blurriness, adapted from (40). 
 
One of the serious limitations of using the HIKVision system was the inability to access all 
HIKVision camera settings directly via the NVR (41–44). This seems to be the way HIKVision 
designed their system (Fig.32). As the cameras used for this experiment were internet 
protocol (IP) cameras, there was a need to connect the cameras to a local area network 
(LAN) via an ethernet cable in order to access the camera remotely or to change other 
image settings (44). Due to the authentication and network security concern, the cameras 
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could not be connected directly via the ethernet at the testing facility, making it impossible 
to alter the shutter speed settings. 
 
 





There were further limitations that needed to be addressed. First of all, even though the 
lighting condition was being kept constant throughout the experiments as it was conducted 
indoor without windows, the results of this experiment may not be applicable to venues 
where natural lighting can easily penetrate the areas via windows (such as at the airport), 
as the scene contrast might change throughout the day.  
 
The fluorescent light installed at the scene could cause poor lighting effect due to uneven 
illumination from the light source (28). According to the CCTV Operational Requirements 
Manual (2009), the fluorescent light produced a pyramid shape output, such that the base 
of the pyramid is overlapping at desk height (28). This means as the person of interest walks 
under the light, both the phone and the person may become significantly overexposed 
under the light source. This could cause the camera to go to the automatic gain control 
settings and activate other processing functions, which could lead to the loss of details (28). 
One way of fixing this issue is to increase the amount of lighting in the high traffic area to 
increase the overlapping effect of the light sources (28). 
 
Secondly, the tested phone screen was in a near-perfect condition (having no visible crack 
that affects the viewing experience); however, not many phone screens can achieve this 
state. According to a study conducted by SquareTrade (a company that provides protection 
plan service for mobile device), 29% of the most common smartphone damage had a 
cracked screen, 27% had a scratched screen, and 16% had chipped corners (45). On top of 
that, 38% of phone owners with a cracked screen did not get it fixed if the phone was still 
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usable (45). These statistics show that there is a possibility that a severely cracked screen 
could pose as a limitation for the readability of CCTV of a phone screen.  
 
Thirdly, for the speed experiment, there was no measurement taken to ensure the walking 
speed was constant. Nevertheless, it was understood that this pose as a limitation for the 
research. Future research could consider placing the smartphone on a conveyor belt and 
set it at a desire walking speed or employs other means of stabilising the walking speed. 
 
Finally, digital noise reduction (DNR) is a technique of removing the image noise, especially 
in low light, making the images clearer and reducing the size of the video file (46,47). 3D 
DNR technology was said to be more efficient at distinguishing between true motion and 
image noise; however, high DNR settings were also thought to produce blur, especially 
when the object was in motion (39,46). It is strongly recommended for future research to 






In this study, it was demonstrated that with a 2.8 mm lens, HIKvision CCTV was able to 
detect 0.65 mm text at a distance between 1-1.5 m on a Samsung A70 smartphone in both 
dark mode and light mode on Messenger apps, and SMS text message (0.7 mm text) at a 
distance between 1- 2.5 m. Meanwhile, a 6.0 mm lens can read text at a distance between 
2.5 – 3.5 m on Messenger in both dark and light mode and can read SMS text from a 
distance of 3 - 4.5 m. The trade-off for an increase in viewing distance in the larger lens size 
was the inability of the camera to focus on the details on the phone screen. Nevertheless, 
the results from the experiments demonstrated an exciting potential for CCTV to combat 
against crime in the digital age.  
 
For the purpose of monitoring continuous motion, it is understood that the camera needs 
to be able to focus on the object of interest at various distances as the object of interest is 
moving around the scene. In order to improve the viewability of the CCTV for future 
applications, it is strongly recommended to investigate the effect of the varifocal lens 
camera against reading text on a phone screen. This type of camera has a wider range of 
detection, as well as auto zooming and auto focus function built-in with the camera, making 
it an ideal candidate for this type of surveillance activity.   
 
Furthermore, it was shown that with frame rate settings between 2- 20fps, it has no 
apparent effect on the phone’s screen refreshing rate. Although the speed experiment 
showed that the 2.8mm lens was incapable of detecting text on the phone at a normal 
walking speed, however, it has offered a solution to eliminate this gap. It is possible that 
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the camera used for this experiment did not have a sufficient frame rate nor sufficient 
shutter speed which resulted in the blurring effect, hence, if the experiments were 
repeated with a high-speed camera, or with a CCTV camera that can manually alter the 
shutter speed, the result may differ. 
 
The bold font had no visible effect on the range of text detection compared to the normal 
font, whereas the capitalised text produced a better range of detection in both viewing 
modes. As there was a difference in text size between the text on Messenger app and text 
on SMS, despite having the same phone settings, it is highly recommended that future 
research should compare the ability of the CCTV camera on text detection across various 
messaging service applications (such as Whatsapp, Kkaotalk, Wechat, Messenger), as well 
as across various phone operating systems (such as iOS, Android). 
 
As the results from this study provide a range of useful knowledge relating to how the CCTV 
camera operates for the task of monitor phone screen details, future agendas should also 
consider extending this research to the following: 
• Effect of a cracked screen to the visibility of the contents on the phone via CCTV. 
• Effect of anti-spy screen protector to the viewability of the phone content via CCTV. 
• As the best viewing angle for the phone was recorded to be between 40-45 off 
perpendicular from the CCTV, the focus should shift to checking the effect of 
changing CCTV’s viewing angle on top of changing the phone’s angle. 
• Extend and increase the blind trial to every testing criterion. 




The results from this study aim to create an impact on the forensic community, in the sense 
that it will offer a novel approach to utilising CCTV to aid with national security. By using 
CCTV, it virtually eliminates the need of trying to keep up with the on-going software and 
hardware problems or dealing with the modifications by the end-users in an attempt to 
prevent law enforcement from collecting evidence. This approach is readily adapted while 
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Appendix A- Reading challenge as brightness level increased 
 
Table 25. Number of occurrences per viewing mode of each of the letter in the phase “The 
quick brown fox jumps over the crazy dog” as the brightness level increase.  
 
Letter 
















a 8 7 1 8 7 
b 5 5 1 5 5 
c 9 7 1 9 7 
d 4 3 1 4 3 
e 25 23 3 9 8 
f 8 8 1 8 8 
g 9 4 1 9 4 
h 8 10 2 4 5 
i 8 6 1 8 6 
j 9 7 1 9 7 
k 7 6 1 7 6 
l 6 6 1 6 6 
m 7 4 1 7 4 
n 7 4 1 7 4 
o 19 16 4 5 4 
p 8 5 1 8 5 
q 6 6 1 6 6 
r 13 15 2 7 8 
s 8 9 1 8 9 
t 7 7 1 7 7 
u 12 9 2 6 5 
v 8 5 1 8 5 
w 7 5 1 7 5 
x 8 6 1 8 6 
y 5 5 1 5 5 
z 6 5 1 6 5 






Table 26. Calculation for the errors per viewing mode as brightness level increased. This 
calculation show there was no significant outliers, as there were no outliers outside of the 
lower or upper limit calculated. 
 Errors in Dark Mode Errors in Light mode 
Mean 6.888888889 5.703703704 
Min 4 3 
max 9 9 
Standard deviation 1.527525232 1.514413185 
Q1 6 5 
Median 7 5 
Q3 8 7 
1.5 IQR 3 3 
Lower outliers 3 2 




Appendix B- blind trial 
Table 30 and 31 are the summary of the blind trial results, both in Dark mode and Light 
mode respectively. […] means the message was cut off from the screen at the time of 
viewing. Bold word/ letter in the text deducted section means it was unclear at the time of 
viewing, causing the author to rely on guessing word/ letter. • is in place for the letter/ 
block of letters that were hard to read. 
 
Table 27. Blind trial summary – Dark mode.  
Brightness 
Dark mode 








* •you •the day of 
the •th •you Jim 
Bob 
* Either you run the day or 







[…] the different 
•••so instrument at 
••••••Jenny 
•Coopers 
* America owes most of its 
social prejudices to the 
exaggerated religious 
opinions of the different 
sects which were so 
instrumental in establishing 






* The production of 
too many •things 
results in too many 
••– Karl Marx 
* The production of too 
many useful things results 
in too many useless people. 





* Action speaks louder 
than words but not 
nearly as often – Mark 
Twain 
* Action speaks louder than 
words but not nearly as 





* The busy man is 
least busy with living. 
- Seneca 
* The busy man is least 





- The grass is always 
greener because 
it’s been fertilised 
with bullshit. Enjoy 
what you have - 
- The grass is always 
greener because it’s been 
fertilised with bullshit. 
Enjoy what you have. - 








* People think of 
education as 
something they can 
finish. – Isaac Asimov 
* People think of education 
as something they can 





[…] cannot let go, 
cannot hold on; he 
who cannot find 
footing, cannot go 
forward. – Harry 
Emerson Fosdick, 
1878 - 1969 
He who cannot rest, cannot 
work; he who cannot let go, 
cannot hold on; he who 
cannot find footing, cannot 
go forward. - Harry 







character: to live your 
last day, every day, 
without frenzy, or 
sloth, or pretense – 
Marcus Aurellus 
Perfection of character: to 
live your last day, every 
day, without frenzy, or 






* You want to deliver 
to the world what you 
would buy if you were 
on the other end – 
Shane Parrish 
Famham Street 
* You want to deliver to 
the world what you would 
buy if you were on the 










Talent h•s a target no 
one else can h• genius 
h•s a target no one 
else can• Arthur 
Schopenhsuer 
Talent hits a target no one 
else can hit; genius hits a 







[…] billion ninnies 
living in a civilisation 
that was designed by a 
few thousand 
amazingly smart 
deviants – Scott 
Adams 
 
* We're a planet of nearly 
six billion ninnies living in 
a scivilisation that was 
designed by a few thousand 








It’s not always that we 
need to do more but 
rather that we need to 
It’s not always that we need 
to do more but rather that 
we need to focus on less. - 









If you can’t do it with 
feeling don’t Palsy 
Clone 
- If you can't do it with 









A thousand half-lovers 
must be the forsaken 
to take one whole heart 
home Rum 
- A thousand half-loves 
must be forsaken to take 









[…] humans think 
greed is just for money 
or power, but everyone 
wants something they 
can’t have Greed, 
Fullmetal Alchemist 
Greed may not be good, but 
it’s not so bad either. You 
humans think greed is just 
for money or power, but 
everyone wants something 













[…] they have power 
or not That’s why you 
need to think about 
what you’ll accomplis 
h while you’re alive 
Mary Macc• 
Everyone dies eventually, 
whether they have power or 
not. That's why you need to 
think about what you'll 
accomplish while you're 








The cardinary days 
that we live in may in 
fact be a series of 
miracles Koylinou 
Gasshara 
The ordinary days that we 
live in may, in fact, be a 











[…] says it can’t be 
•is genetically 
interrupted by 
something doing it 
Harry Emerson 
Fossick 1878 1969 
The world is moving so fast 
these days that the man 
who says it can't be done is 
generally interrupted by 
someone doing it. - Harry 









I can only say that the 
human curiosity is 
I can only say that the 




irrational - Kyushoo 
something completely 
irrational. - Kyubee, 
 
(need to 





[…] trouble me 
neither what I do, I 
may do well •a grand 
frontal assault and 
fight to my last 
breath – Yuuto Aoi 
If I'm getting in trouble no 
matter what I do, I may as 
well make a grand frontal 
assault and fight to my last 








Discard – repeated 
message 
The ordinary days that we 
live in may, in fact, be a 










People die when they are 








If a girl •after you 
it’s •a •– •• 
If a girl chases after you, 









• Don't slay dragons that 








* the ••is the ••at 
all •• 
* To be happy at home is 
the ultimate result of all 








You’re growing every 
•– •Tribe Carol • 
"You're gonna carry that 
weight." - Ending Title 








[…]• "Fear is not evil. It tells you 
what weakness is. And 
once you know your 
weakness, you can become 
stronger as well as kinder." 








• "When you give up, that's 
when the game ends." - 








The •is ••and that 
is why it is •– •• 
"The world is not beautiful, 
and that is why it is 
beautiful." - Kino (Kino no 









Table 28.Blind trial summary – Light mode.  
Brightness 
Light mode 








Every human being 
is the author of his 
own •of dis• 
Every human being is the 





to see visible 
words – guess 
all the words 
Trial 
2 
Happiness is found 
••not merely 
possession 
Happiness is found in 





to see visible 
words – guess 




that you not only 
have the right to be 
an individual you 
have an obligation to 
be one 
Remember always that 
you not only have the right 
to be an individual, you 





to see visible 
words – guess 
all the words 
20% Trial 
1 
When you are right 
you cannot be too 
radical; when you are 
wrong, you cannot be 
too conservative. 
When you are right you 
cannot be too radical; 
when you are wrong, you 






The art challenges the 
technology, and the 
technology inspires 
the art. 
The art challenges the 
technology, and the 






Make the most of 
yourself for that is all 
there is of you 
Make the most of yourself 






[…] possession of 
truth, but the success 
which attends the 
seeking after it, that 
enriches the seeker 
and brings happiness 
to him. 
It is not the possession of 
truth, but the success 
which attends the seeking 
after it, that enriches the 
seeker and brings 





Life is like riding a 
bicycle. To keep your 
balance you must keep 
moving. 
Life is like riding a 
bicycle. To keep your 






Keep your eyes on the 
stars and your feet on 
the ground 
Keep your eyes on the 






How wonderful is it 
that nobody need wait 
a single moment 
before starting to 
improve the world. 
How wonderful it is that 
nobody need wait a single 
moment before starting to 








because they’re not on 
your road doesn’t 
mean they've gotten 
lost 
People take different roads 
seeking fulfilment and 
happiness. Just because 
theyre not on your road 






Discard – repeated It is not the possession of 
truth, but the success 
which attends the seeking 
after it, that enriches the 
seeker and brings 






Just as a candle 
cannot burn without 
fire, men cannot live 
without a spiritual life 
Just as a candle cannot 
burn without fire, men 










Don’t judge each day 
by the harvest you 
reap but by the seeds 
you plant 
Don't judge each day by 
the harvest you reap but 









There are many ways 
of going forward, but 
only one way of 
standing still 
There are many ways of 
going forward, but only 








The winds and waves 
are always on the 
side of the ablest 
nangenors 
The winds and waves are 











It is not so much our 
friends help that helps 
us as the confidence 
of their help 
It is not so much our 
friends' help that helps us, 










A friend may well be 
reckoned the 
masterpiece of nature 
A friend may well be 









You can't separate 
peace from freedom 
because no one can be 
at peace unless he has 
his freedom 
You can't separate peace 
from freedom because no 
one can be at peace unless 
he has his freedom. 
 
 
(need to guess 




They can conquer 
who believe they can 
They can conquer who 








If you only have a 
hammer, you need to 
see every problem as 
a nail 
If you only have a 
hammer, you tend to see 









* Behind every 
feeling is nothing but 
behind every 
* Behind every feeling is 
nothing, but behind every 
ü 
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principles and value is 
a promise Eric 
Thomas 
principle and value is a 
promise. - Eric Thomas 
 
(need to guess 




*People don’t •the 
true and thought 
they the fairy •and 
•E•mond de 
Gerncourt 1922 1996 
* People don't like the true 
and simple; they like fairy 
tales and humbug. - 
Edmond de Goncourt, 
1822 - 1896 
 
 
(need to guess 




Mu• I are the worlds 
wonders, but none 
more wonderful than 
man 
Numberless are the worlds 
wonders, but none more 
wonderful than man. 
 
 
(need to guess 




* A man is rich in 




* A man is rich in 
proportion to the number 
of things he can afford to 









* The world is crust 
but she very 
beautiful 
"The world is cruel, but 








You can’t judge 
•beautiful a girl 
really is by the way 
she • 
"You can't judge how 
beautiful a girl really is by 








There is ••as a •x 
this •here is only the 
impossible 
"There is no such thing as 
a coincidence in this 








* • * Somebody may beat me, 
but they are going to have 
to bleed to do it. —Steve 
Prefontaine 
 




We are •do is •until 
the day we die • 
"All we can do is live until 
the day we die. Control 




Cannot see any 
visible words 
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